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The true student of history, when confronted for the

lirst tiint1 with a statement of what purports to be an

historical fact, weighs at the outset, as all-important, the

evidence of its accuracy. If there be at hand no means

of verifying the statement, the only ground of assurance

is a knowledge of who is speaking, how likely he is to

know the truth, and how well titled he is to tell it; for

to be a writer of accurate history one must not only know

facts, but must also be truthful, and so far above bias

upon his subject as to be able to treat it fairly, openly,

and without false coloring of any part. It is therefore

the tirst canon of historical criticism to accept as authority

no statement unless it be known who is making that

statement.

The greater our interest in a given subject, the more

important to us becomes the question of the authority for

all >tatements concerning that subject. As the field of

history is narrowed down to a single state or to a single
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.i.itv. v. \TV man may to a certain e\t. in !,. an

hi-torian. an anonymous written account, though . \ ( <).

lent in it< If. will still In- viewed with -u-pirion. 'I he

t that then- i- a irood local knowledge of the Mibject by i-o

mean- remove- the m cecity of <h-t. rminin^ authorship.
Fortunate it i- for the Pacili. State- ami Territories of

the 1'nitetl State- that data concerning their hi-tory from

't- beginning wi-re collected during the lifetime of men
who !-id tl\e foundation- of the-. commonwealth-. It i-

then a matter of the highest importance to the people of

th> injti-e to know who wove tin- matt rial together,

and wrote the only attempt at a full and connected hi--

toi-y
o- the 1'acitic t'oaM \\hich h hern published.

The comph-ti.)!! of the Bancroft series of Pacific Slope
hi-iories. to which reference i- here made, marks an

nt unique in the annals of history writing. At no

other time and in no other land has there been carried to

.iiplt tion a work of like character and magnitude. There

had previously been written a few histories of Oregon
ami California covering a certain period, and designed

chiefly to ju . a treatment of a certain institution or po
litical -ubject. but so far as the thorough working up of

the whole ground was concerned, a virgin field presented
it-elf.

Mort-'V r. the undertaking was an unusually inspiring

one. It was none other than that of tracing from the days
w hen Kuropeans first nod the Pacific shores of America the

sequence of event- by which these lands were acquired
and cccupied by their present holders, political govern
ment- organized, and the development of resources en :

tered upon ;
in short, it was the following up of the suc-

p- by which the institutions and indu>tries of

a nineteenth century civilization were established in a

\\ -Mern wilderness. When we remember that the greater

part of iliis record could at the time of writing be made

Ibrris, .'. -Bancroft Tacific
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from information furnished dinctiv liv the men \vh<

made this history, and that the lack of material which
so often embarrasses the writer cnuld not here he a can-i-

of complaint, we may well conclude ihat Mich an oppor

tunity had never before fallen to the lot of the historian.

Again. in the vast collection of historical sources into

on*' place. as well a- in the new lies* of die Held and in

spiring nature of the work, the undertaking presents a

mo-t reinarkal>le feature. Tin projector of this enter-

pri>e was the lirst on the coast to undertake such a col

lection on a large scale. This fact, together with the re

cency of many of tin- t vents, which both rendered an

unending number of eye-witnesses easily accessible for

procuring jiersonal narratives, and likewise caused those

who possessed papers and books throwing light upon

history, to set slight value upon them, enabled Mr. Ban

croft to collect a library of material such as on the be

ginning and early chapters of Pacific (/'oast history in all

probability can never again he equalled.

Finally, in the amount of material which it presents,

and in the extent of ground which it covers, the Bancroft

series has attained epoch-making proportions. So closely
related i.s the history of the Pacific states and territories

of the United States to that of the regions north and south,

that to insure a complete understanding of it required the

writing also of the History of Mexico, Texas, and Central

America, as well as that of British Columbia and Alaska.

When we learn that two thousand different authorities

were consulted in writing the History of Central America,
and ten thousand in arranging the material for the His

tory of Mexico; that in taking out material for the His

tory of California eight men were employed for six years ;

and that in merely indexing the material for the History
of Mexico five men worked ten years, we are inclined to

quote approvingly these words of Mr. Bancroft :

!/orris/.V- -Bancroft Pacific i
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"I say, then, without unpardonable boasting, that in

niv opinion there never in the history of literature ua-

performed so consummate a feat as the gathering, al>-

Mracting. and arranging of the material for tins History

of the Pacific States": (Bancroft's Literary Industries,

581).

The history of no American locality would IK- consid

ered without some account of it aborigines. The result,

then, of this Bancroft plan has been the writing of the

History of the Pacific *lope of the continent from Bering

St-a to Oarien. with a History of the Native Races in five

volum.es as an introduction, and a half dozen volumes of

-ketches and essays by way of conclusion, in all thirty-

nine octavo volumes.

But this work, the greatest of the kind, few if any of

whose separate divisions have been superseded by later

works has su tie red greatly in the estimation of historians

because they do not know who is authority for the state

ments contained in them. Justice to the people of any
state or territory whose history appears in this series de

mands that they should know in whose words it is related.

A compliance with the reasonable expectations of the pio

neers who contributed books, narrations, and documents

to aid in the preparation of a standard history of their re

spective states calls for a public knowledge of the identity

of the writer to the end that the volume in which their

chief interest centers be not stigmatized as anonymous.
And above all, a conformity with usage, not to mention

an observance of the principles of right, requires that the

author of finished work published in this series, or any

other, should receive public acknowledgment of his labors

and whatever of praise or blame is his due.

Ten years ago it was shown in the California press

that tin- Bancroft histories are not the works of the man
who claims to be their author. But to say that "The

Vorr is /,"..*. -Bancroft Pacific
:tatos publications. (1903)
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Work* of Hubert Howe Bancroft" were written lv any
prison oilier than Hubert Howe Bancroft is siicli a con-
tradiction as to startle today the great majority both

Kast and West whose attention have ne\er been directed

to the question. To determine the authorship of a work
we are wont to consult its title page, and the title pag< *

of these volumes all declare that they are *'
By Hulx'rt

Howe Bancroft." The advertising matter sent out by
the Bancroft publishing establishment refers to them a-

"the writings of Mr. Bancroft," with never a suggestion
that any other person wrote a line. The same course wa>

followed in the reviews of these volumes, which at the

time of their publication were scattered by the press

throughout the length and breadth of the leading coun

tries of Kurope, as well as own our land, although here

we mu.st remember that book reviews may be but another

name for advertising matter prepared by the publisher
and inserted at advertising rates. In his Literary Indus

tries, the volume giving an account of his literary activi

ties, Mr. Bancroft refers to himself as the author (Lit. Ind.,

:><)], <()]), and ^peaks of his own writing without a cleat-

reference to that of others (Lit. Ind., 288, 568, 571, 653)

in such terms as to give the impression that he was the

only writer who prepared the manuscript as it went to

the printer. True, he mentions assistants, and we can

easily see, as he tells us, that he must have had fifteen

or twenty note takers, cataloguers^ and other library aids

(Lit. Ind., ">S2) in order to arrange so vast an amount of

material. When assistants are mentioned it is usually in

words which justify the reader in the inference that these

aids are meant (see Central America I, preface, viii
;
Lit

erary Industries, 584), and that, therefore, the assistants

are in no sense authors.

By a careful reading of the Literary Industries, how

ever, we find that there was a class of assistants who are

!.'orris, . .
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dilVerentiated from ordinary library aids, by tin- state

ment that they were "more experienced and able," and

whoso work Mr. Bancroft dc-crihi--. a- "the studv and

reduction of certain minor sections of the history which

I employed in my writing after more or less condensa

tion and change": (Lit. lnd.,r>(H). But even this passage
M-ems to indicate that the material prepared by th-

writers was rewritten by Mr. Bancroft.

A- a re>ult, therefore, of the indication of tiie title

page of these works, of the recognition of the public

press, of the statements of the Literary Industries, and of

Mr. Brancroft's connection with the work widely known

through personal means, it happens that today he is

called the " Historian of the Pacific Coast." Further

more. lu> is the only person to whom such a title is given,

being -o recognized by newspapers, encyclopedias, and

the people at large. In the minds of the great number,
Hubert Howe Bancroft is the historian of the Pacific

states for just the same reason that (Jeorge Bancroft is

the historian of the Tinted States. Speaking in accord

with this popular estimate of Mr. Bancroft's work, Wen
dell Phillips once called him "The Macaulay of the

\\est.'

Nowhere, however, can there be found a statement by
this historian in which he lays an unequivocal claim to

the authorship of the works which have been published
under his name. By his own words quoted above he ad

mits that the work was, at least in part, cooperative, and
that he was a compiler of the work of his assistants. And
for any one man to assert authorship of the Bancroft

-eries of histories would be preposterous. According to

actual computation, the mere work of arranging the ma
terial and writing the History of the Pacific States, after

a small army of note-takers had concluded their opera
tions, represents an equivalent to the labors of one man

''orris, .'. -Eancrof; Pacific
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for a hundred years : ( Frances Fuller Victor in Sull /.///.

'/>/'/.////. April 1-1, 1S*W.) Moreover, tlu u*e of quota-
lions from foreign languages, of which Mr. Bancroft had

no knowledge, proves that parts of the work are not from

hi> pen, while the diil'erent literary style* (<< for ex

ample, the review of Oregon I in the ^^n Vnrl: Trilnnn.

Nov. _>(. ISSli; in the N. /'. .1 r<i>,,,<i,.t, Oct. 23, 1HK<>; in

tlje S<icr<tm<')it It. ttrrnnl- (
r

n //*,< )ct . 27, 18H(>
;
and in the

r<nt!<i,i<! nmjttninn. Oct. *2S, 1SK(>), and varying decrees
of historical workmanship (Compare reviews of Oregon
II in A'. )*. Tribune. January, 1SS7 ; and in S. /'. ('//!//-

/'//
, .Ian. l:>, 1SS7, with review* of other Bancroft works)

clearly reveal the work of a number of writers.

A little knowledge on this point lias proved a danger
ous thin^ for the reputation of the histories. Some of

the newspapers of the coast have learned that Mr. Ban

croft did not do all the writing and have even published
the names of other authors of the series with statements

more or less conjectural as to the writing done by
them. In some cases, wild speculations as to the author

ship of the works have been published. Many are under

the impression that those who went about taking state

ments of pioneers and in other ways collecting material

were themselves writing the manuscript which was pub
lished, and that consequent!}- much of the history is no

more critically written than an ordinary newspaper arti

cle, and as little known about its authorship. Further

more, it is believed in some quarters that those who pre

pared narrations for Mr. Bancroft were writing history

for him to publish, and that persons not connected with

the Bancroft library were authors of parts of the work.

In accordance with this idea, it has been claimed that a

certain tone favorable to the Mormons which runs

through the History of Utah is to be accounted for by
the theory that the volume was written by some one con-

Morr Is, '.:.:. ~ Bancroft Pacific
States publications. (1903)
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nected witli the Morni'Mt church, whereas tin- truth i-

that, although the historian of that church prepared >om'

data for Mr. Bancroft's use, tin- work was prepared iit

the library by Mr. Bancroft and one of hi* a**i-tant-

from tbe annals in his possession i France* Fuller Victor

iu Salt 1Mb Ti'ilun,,-, April 14, 1893).

In some instances, the histories have lo*t standing be

cause of the assumption that Mr. Bancroft \va* their

author. Thus statements in tin- Hi-toryof California

supposed to be. but now known not to be from his pen,

have been singled out as reckless, and argument has been

made upon the principle "false in one tiling, false in

all," that the seven whole volumes of California history

are unworthy of credence (pamphlet proceedings of the

Society of California Pioneers in reference to the historic*

of Hubert Howe Bancroft, page 10). Following this

lead an attempt has been'made to discredit Bancroft's

Oregon on the ground that his California is said to be

unreliable.

Had Mr. Bancroft made public the fact that three p? r-

sons besides himself wrote the History of California, that

he was ;n reality the author of but sixty pages in the en

tire seven volumes of that set, that he had not the least

claim to the authorship of the History of Oregon, and

that the histories of the two states were in the main

written by different persons, the fallacy of this argument
would have been clear, estimates of the collections of

matter in these volumes would have been made on their

own intrinsic merit, and their value would not have been

impaired by false assumptions concerning their author

ship.

A third result of this neglect of Mr. Bancroft to make

public acknowledgment of the extent of the writings of

hi* ;i*si*tants has been the accusation "that he is a pur-
loiner of other peoples' brains," (Stilt Lab Tribune, Feb.

!.'orris, . .: . -Bancroft Pacific
Ctatea publications. (1903)
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U', lsy:U and that lie lias make a reputation a- an author

at the expense of his assistants. Concerning this charge,

the most remarkahle ever made. in the annals of Ameri

can historical writing, tin- reader must he the judge after

weighing all the iacts.

The writer's apology for this article is his desire to

Hive such facts as he has in the hope that they will do

something to clear up mistaken ideas concerning the

authorship of these histories, that they may aid somewhat

in forming a correct estimate of the series, ami that they

may secure for the other authors as well as for Mr. Han-

croft whatever credit is rightfully theirs. To these ends

it is to be hoped that those who have any additional facts

will make them public. The late Frances Fuller Victor,

one of the Bancroft corps of writers, had long collected

material on the authorship of the histories. In prepar

ing this paper, the writer has depended largely upon in

formation furnished by her correspondence and papers,

and by explanations given by her in conversation.

The statement of Mr. Bancroft in the Literary Indus

tries to the effect that his "assistants" merely wrote up
minor topics which he then used in his own writing, must

be taken as applying to the work as projected rather than

as actually carried out. In a letter written in 1878 be

fore the rinal division of labor was made, Mr. Bancroft

said, "When all the material 1 have is gone over and

notes taken according to the general plan, I shall give

one person one thing or one part to write, and another

person another part": (Letter to Mrs. Victor of August

1, 1878.) Here, it will be observed, the plan is for the

"assistants" to do the actual work of writing history and

not to prepare material for their chief to use in his writ

ing. And it will shortly appear that it was the "assist

ants'* who wrote the work and Mr. Bancroft who wrote

the minor parts. To understand why the intended order

Tor r is, .
*
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was thus reversed, it is necessary to study the grouih <|'

the history project amf to enter into tlie st<'ps through
which it was evolved.

Hubert Howe Bancroft, with whose name these work>

are linked, and who lias liben widely credited a/ their

author, is a native of Grnnville, Ohio,, where he was horn

May ">, IStt'J. a desce^ident of old New Fngland families

through both tife patoriMH and maternal lines. In hi-

own account of his life (Literary Industries, 47-244).

lie tells us that \\tieii hut three year* old he could read

the New Testament without having to spell many of the

words. At the school age, however, he found it difficult

to learn, and after a winter* at the brick schoolhouse under

the tutelage of a brother of his mother, the latter became

satisfied that he was noi treated judiciously and fairly

took him out of school.

A sister had married George II. Derby, a bookseller of

Geneva, New York, subsequently of Buffalo, and at about

the age of fifteen, the boy was ottered the choice of pr---

paring for college or entering the Buffalo bookstore. lie

at first chose the former course and spent a year in the

academy of his town, but becoming discouraged in his

study, entered the employ of Derby in August, 1848.

Discharged from the store in six months, he returned to

Ohio and acted as a sales agent for his brother-in-law's

goods with such success that he was invited back to the

store and became a clerk with the beginning of the year
1850. His father, influenced by the gold excitement,

decided to go to California in February of that year, and

with George L. Kenny, his closest friend, he was sent by

Derby to handle books in the land of gold, setting out in

December, 1851.

After their arrival in.San Francisco, Sacramento was
i

determined upon as a place of business, and young Ban
croft worked in the mines until arrangements could be

Morris //.A. -Bancroft Pacific
States' publications. (1903)
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m;ulc with his brother-in-law. Hut Derby'* death in the

meantime ended tlie plan, and in 1H">:{, he set out to try

his fortune at the newly-boomed mining town of Crescent

City. Here he was employed as bookkeeper and hook-

M'ller. and mad* six or eight thousand dollars, most of

which he subsequently lost through investing in Crescent

City property. In 1S">". Mr. Bancroft made a visit to his

old home in the Kast, and his sister, in return for his

assistance in recovering the amount of Derby's California

investment, let him have the sum. amounting to $f>, ">((),

with which to begin business. Obtaining credit in New
York he shipped a ten thousand dollar stock of goods for

San Francisco, and with Kenny organized the firm of

II. II. Bancroft anil Company about December 1, 18f<.

From the tirst, Mr. Bancroft tells us, he had a taste for

publishing, and it was but three years until the inception
of what grew into the historical project. In 1859, Wm. II .

Knight, manager of the Bancroft publishing department,
while employed in preparing the Hand Book Almanac
for the next year, asked for the books necessary to carry
on the work. It occurred to the head of the firm that he

would again have occasion to refer to books on the coast

, and he accordingly transferred to Mr. Knight a

of each of the tifty or seventy-five books in stock

that had reference to the country. Later he added to the

number by purchases in second-hand stores, and when in

the Kast secured from the bookstores of New York, Bos-

ion, and Philadelphia, volumes which fell und3r his ob-

-ervation. By 1862, he had a thousand volumes, and

upon a visit to London and Paris in that year, learned

that much more remained to be done. In 1866, he started

on a search throughout Europe, which resulted in increas

ing his collection to ten thousand volumes. As to the

field covered by these work*, he says :

'(Jradually and almost imperceptibly had the area of

-torris, ''.' -Bancroft Facific
States publications. (1903)
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my cllorts enlarged. From Oregon it was hut a step to

British <'oluml>i;i and Alaska ; and as I was obliged from

California to go to Mexico and Spain, it finally became

settled in my mind to make the western half of North

America my field": (Lit. hid. ISO). He now began the

collection of Mexican works and the purchase of privat

libraries in the I'nited States. In iSli'.), after ten year-'

collecting, the library numbered sixteen thousand vol

umes, ahout half of which were pamphlets. In May of

the ne' t year, these were placed on one floor of the Ban

croft building <n Market Street, and a young New Kng-
lander named Henry L. Oak, lately editor of a religious

journal published by the firm, was installed as librarian.

(The main facts of Oak's life, as learned by Mrs. Victor,

are as follows: Henry Labbous Oak was born at Gar

land, Maine, in 1844. His ancestry including the

family names of Oak. Merriam, Hastings, Hill, and

Smith was entirely American from a period preceding
the Revolutionary War, being originally English and

Welsh. He was educated at the public and private
schools of his native town until, in 1861, he entered

Bowdoin College, and was graduated at Dartmouth in

the class of 1865. During his college course, he taught
in the public and high schools of different towns in

Maine; and after graduation, for a year in an academy
at Morristown, New Jersey.

Mr. Oak came to California by steamer in 1866, and,

after some attempts at commercial life, broken by a long

illness, again became a teacher. A year was spent as

principal of the public school at Haywards, and as in

structor in the collegiate institute at Napa, and in the

spring of 1868, he became office editor of the Occident, a

Presbyterian paper which the Bancroft house was then

publishing for an association. According to Mr. Ban
croft (Lit. Ind. 219), "the whole burden of the journal

~'orris/V.A. -Bancroft Pacific
States publications. (1903)
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gradually fell on him." But when, owing to a dis-ign
-

im'Mt with the religion- association, the linn declined to

publish tin* paper any longer, the voting editor was left

without employment . In the meantime a somewhat
erratic Englishman named Boscjiietti had succeeded

Knight as custodian of the Bancroft librarv, and Oak
was appointed to a*Nt him. I'pon his decamping a f,.\v

months later, at the end of IstiS, Mr. Oak was appointed
to the position. )

Tlie beginning of a classification of the material in the

librarv had been made hy Mr. Knight, who saved clip

pings and arranged them in scrap-hooks and boxet. It

now lecanie (>ak's duty to superintend the extraction of

material from the volumes in hN cu-tody and to catalogue

new hooks as they came in. In May. 1S71, he prepared
for publication hy the tirm. two guide-bookfl for tourists.

It was at the >ame time that Mr. Bancroft took another

-tep toward the history plan.

The plan of publishing a Pacific Coast encyclopedia
had been under consideration for a year or two, and was

now adopted. Mr. Hancroft he^an to look for contribu

tors. John S. Hittell, publisher of the Commerce and

Industries of the Pacific Coa>t. prepared a list of the

principal subjects to be treated, and Oak he*;an to gather
statements from pioneers and contributors of every sort

bv i.-suini: circulars and writing letters. For about a

vear the preparations continued. Puring the first half

of 1S7'2 Ora Oak, a younger brother of the librarian,

together with others, extracted material on Pacific CoastD

voyages and travels. Walter M. Fisher, an educated

young Englishman who came to the library early in the

year, wrote out such travels as those of Bryant, Bayard

Taylor, and Humboldt. The librarian, finding inade

quate the system of indexing the library then in use, set

to work to devise a more practical one, and spent three

.' . ^ . ..icroft Tacific
Otates publications. (1903)
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month.s in bringing it to perfection. Tliis was appar

ently the only part of the year's work which proved

Abiding.
That the material in the Bancroft library was better

adapted to the preparation of a history than of an ency

clopedia gradually appeared to those who came in contact

with it. (Walter M. Fisher was horn in Ulster in IK-U*.

and was the son of a Presbyterian clergyman, a member
of an Knglish and Scotch colony. He was educated at

(Queen's College. Belfast. Nemos remembered him a^

"a. handsome fellow, a great eater, and a hard worker."

Together with Harcourt, he left Bancroft's employ in

1S74 to accept the editorship of the Orcrltiml Monthly.

Returning to Ix>ndon in 1875, he published a clever work

entitled the Caiifnrnidnx. Subsequently he became a

physician). After several years of suggestion, discus

sion, and change, Mr. Bancroft decided to reshape the

entire plan of work accordingly. The history of the Pa

cific slope of the continent was to be written, beginning
at the Isthmus of Panama with the first appearance of

the Spaniards, and then taking up the successive regions
to the north as their history had its beginning. This

work, embracing an account of all the various republics,

provinces, states, and territories along the Pacific, it was

decided to designate as The History of the Pacific States.

Heretofore, Mr. Bancroft had been known only as

bookseller and publisher, and manager of one of San

Francisco's large business houses. His experience in

writing had been limited to the preparation of some ma
terial for the proposed encyclopedia. But now, when he

had reached the age of forty yoars, practically all of

them except the first sixteen, spent in the world of busi

ness, the head of the firm of H. H. Bancroft and Com

pany made his first venture as a literary man, writing

himself and rewriting the work of others. He began by

Morris/.'.A. Bancroft Pacific
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preparing what he considered a suitable introduction to

the history. The tusk was not easy, especially for one
unao ustomed to write. In fourteen weeks he had taken

out material from which lie wrote three hundred pag ~

of introduction to the History of Central America which
he subsequently reduced to seventy-live pages. Tin-
> ems to have hecn the only part of the work that he con-

-idered as exclusively his own theme: (Lit. hid.. 'J'.H
)

But this matter subsequently had to be rewritten.

While writing on this volume, Mr. Bancroft became
convinced that the history could not be complete without

an account of the original inhabitants of the coast. To

quote his own words,
4 *

1 did not fancy them, I would

gladly have avoided them. I was no archaeologist, eth

nologist, or antiquary, and I had no desire to become
^uch. My ta>te> in the matter, however, did not dispv-e
of the subject. Tin- savages w-re then-, and there wa.-

no help for me
;

I must write them up to get rid of them/'
To compile information concerning the manners and cus

toms, the mythology, the language, and the antiquities

of these aborigines. Mr. Bancroft estimated that two

volumes would be required: (Lit. Ind., 301). The Native

Uaces as completed is a work of five volumes. So much
of an expansion in all of the early historical plan was

necessary. .

Mr. Bancroft, wrote but two hundred and seventy out

of the four thousand pages of the Native Races, devoting
hi> time while that series was in preparation largely to a

rewriting of the first volume of Central America, to a

continuation of a summary of early voyages for other

volumes, and to a perfection of the plan and a collecting

of material for the histories. His relation to this work

may be likened to that of a managing editor. He de

cided upon the division of labor as suggested by Oak or

others, and required changes in the manuscript as com-
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pleted it' he considered them necessary, either fur tin-

sake of treatment or style, hut the extent of his writing

as printed in this work certainly fall-* far short of that

necessary to substantiate the claim which he has made

to its authorship. The chapter which lie wrote was that

on the Hyperborean.--. As to this work, he tells us in the

Literary Industries tlii.t during the first half of the year

1ST!* he "was writing on northern Indian matter, giving

out the notes on the southern division to go over the

field again and take out additional notes": (Lit. Ind.">71).

A^ to his further connection with the work, he says

that in December of the same year he became convinced

that the plan of treating Indian languages adopted

by (Joldschmidt was not the proper one, and that tin-

latter was "obliged to go over the entire field again
and re-arrange and add to the subject matter before I

would attempt the writing of it." (Lit. Ind., r>73.) This

passage ascribes the actual preparation of the volume to

(toldschmidt, and the writing referred to here must have

been largely in the nature of editorial work. It is hardly

to be presumed that a man of Mr. Bancroft's education

and slight literary experience would have attempted at

this time anything so ambitious as the complete prepara

tion of a treatise on Indian languages.
We see, then, that although the influence of Mr. Ban

croft was felt in arrangement and even in style, the Native

Races was written almost entirely by other persons.

But one would hardly suppose that such was the case

from reading the words : "During the progress of this

work I succeeded in utilizing the labors of my assistants

to the full extent of my anticipations": (Lit. Ind., 304).

When speaking in the Literary Industries of work done

for him by others, Mr. Bancroft shows a habit which is

derived from his long experience as manager of a busi

ness concern. His constant tendency is to speak of work

-'orris,
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done liy those in his employ as his work, neglect in
L,'

a

distinction between a publisher and an author, which i-

a vital one. The reputation of a publishing house de

pends upon the workmanship of its employ*'-*, hut that

of an author depends -olely upon his own talents and the

work of his own hands. While a puhlisher may with all

propriety speak of work done by agents as his printing,

for him to say that writing done fr him hy others i- liis

writing is a positive mi-statement. When Mr. Bancroft

paid his writers for their manuscript, he became its owner

with full rights of publication, hut no one will say for a

moment that he thereby became the author. In speak

ing of the Native Races, as well as the History of the

Pacific State-. Mr. Bancroft often does so in such terms

as to indicate that writing wa- done by him when it wa-

his only by purchase, (Compare statements in Literary

Industries, 303, 508, f>71, and in Native Races I. preface

xiii. with the facts as shown by the statements of differ

ent members of Bancroft's literary corps as to the work

actually done by each writer and as given later in this

article. }

The division of responsibility for collating and arrang-

ini' facts for the various divisions of the Native Races
^^

was made apparently toward the latter part of the year

1872. We are told that routine work was laid aside for

three or four weeks in the middle of the summer, and

this time devoted to placing the library in order and

cataloguing the new books which had been added. This

was obviously done preparatory to entering upon the

new work. To a young Englishman who called himself

T. Arundel Harcoui-t. and who entered the library in

November, was assigned the preparation of that portion

of the work devoted to the manners and customs of the

civilized nations. (This man's true name h^ did not
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reveal. His collaborator Nemos says that In- attended ;i

hoarding sclu)ol, ami then continued his studies in (icr-

m.tny,at Heidelberg, according to his own account. He
claimed to have conic to America with $f>,00() in pock* t

money, and fourd Inn way first to Montana. On his ar

rival at San Francisco he entered the library. Leaving
in 1S74 to assume editorship of the On-i-laml M'mfhly with

Fisher, he was soon back in Bancroft's employ. Natu

rally he was the most able of the library corps. Hut while

he was brilliant, handsome, and witty, he was at the

same time erratic and unreliable. lie died in 1884.)

Mr. Fisher's part was mythology, while the division

of the work relating to language was given to Albert

(loldschmidt. a Herman, who had been employed in the

library since the end of 1871. (According to Nemo-.

Uoldschmidt was said to have been the son of a Jewish

clothing dealer at Hamburg. In early life he ran off to

sea. and claimed to have become master of a vessel. He
had acquired much general knowledge, and was music

ally inclined, often singing in church choirs. Before

coming to the library Nemos says that he led a "vaga
rious life" in Nevada. As a linguist he had great ability,

and was able to translate almost any language which he

encountered, but was inclined to fritter away his time.

Nemos declared him "the most systematic idler in the

library." This failing brought about his discharge.

Later he became a mining superintendent in Chihuahua.)
Mr. Oak took the subject of Antiquities and Aboriginal

History (preface to Native Races I, p. 13).

The undertaking was an enormous one, because of the

vast quantities of material to be handled, as well as the

inexperience of the workers, which made it necessary for

them to devise their own system as they proceeded. It

is said that by an actual calculation the sum total of all

the labor expended upon each of the five volumes of the
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Aeries represents an rqiiix-alent to tin- work of one mini

for ten years. (Literary Industries, :'():>) Indeed, Mr.

Bancroft's own reason for entrusting tins work to others

is that it would have taken him a half century, leaving
his main work untouched. Mr. Oak's indexing system

proved a great labor saver, as by it the indexers went

through all the material, classifying and making ref r-

ences. They were followed immediately by note-taker-,

who copied the facts indicated in these reference-. The

writers then had the data placed hefore them for arrange
ment. When Mr. Bancroft's chapter on the Hyperboreans
was completed he went over it with them, all making
criticisms and suggestions to be adopted in the arrange
ment of the other divisions as well as that one. By this

means was the library system perfected, a common
method developed, and a corps of library workers trained:

(Lit. lnd.,304).

The Native Races was very much in the nature of a

compilation, and our knowledge concerning the author

ship of its various parts is necessarily less exact than is

true of any of the other Bancroft works. Such facts as

are at hand come from two schedules one of his own
works, the other of that of the corps generally prepared

b}' William Nemos, a gifted Swedish writer who entered

the library in 1873, subsequently becoming Oak's chief

assistant, and ultimately his successor in the librarian's

office
;

from separate information gained by Frances

Fuller Victor as to the part of the work done by Oak.

(This consists of three different statements, one in a let

ter to a friend, another in an autobiographical sketch,
and a third in a statement copied by Mrs. Victor. Mr.

Oak himself refuses to give testimony, doubtless on ac

count of his former intimate personal connection with

Mr. Bancroft and his acquiesence in the plan followed,
as well as his poor health, which renders him unwilling
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to enter into a discussion of the question, and from -fate-

imMits in an autobiography of Tliomns Savage, chief

Spanish interpreter in the library after August, lN7li.)

The facts a> deduced from these M>urees show that Oak

wrote liiorc 1 of tin Native Races tlian any one < Ne, two

lifths of the entire work, or to he exact, fifteen hundred

and ninety-seven pages out of four thousand. While

rnMLfed in this writing, it must he rememhcred that he~ r^ c* *

also acted as "chief assistant to Mr. Bancroft, manager
of all details of this work, as well as that on the History,

overseer of the corps of workers, and chief proof reader,"

duties which so engrossed his time that lie wrote prin

cipally between eight o'clock in the evening and mid

night. The fourth volume on Antiquities is his work

entire, as is also the fifth on Primitive History, except

the introductory chapter on the Origin of the Americans,
in the preparation of which it would appear that Han-

croft had a hand (Lit. Ind., 570), and the last three chap
ters dealing with the tribes of Central America, the author-

ship of which the writer has no means of determining.
Nemos says, however, that he prepared

4i a good deal of

clean manuscript" for this volume as well as for some

others.

To Ilarcourt the division of the field as already given

points as the author of the second volume. Oak wrote

the introductory chapter entitled General View of the

Civilized Nations, and also the chapter on the Aztec Pic

ture Writing and Maya Arts Calendar and Hieroglyphics.
Bancroft is the author of the chapter on Savagism and

Civilization, and Nemos is to be credited with the writing
of some parts. As Harcourt wrote six hundred and thirty-

six pages of the Native Races, and there appears but one

reference to his writing in connection with another vol

ume, and that a chapter of a hundred and fifty pages, we
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m:,y conclude tliat tin- remainder of Volume II is from

hi- pen.

With Fisher rests tin- credi* for the author-hip in tin-

main of the Mythology portion of the third volume.

Nemos relates that Fisher sought his aid for thU work

after he came to the library, believing that his pre

vious training in philosophy tilted him for muhology.
and that Fisher obtained for him th<j continuation of the

volume, when in October, 1S7-1, he left it "half finished"

to accept the editorship of the O*v/7r//M/ Mnnthlij. Nem>-
tlien bring new to the work, llarcourt revised his inanu-

M-I ipt .

T> ( iohUchmidt had been a->igned the ta<k of writing
the treatise on Indian languages for the third volume.

The evidence of Nemos shows that (Joldschmidt prepared
this pan of the work, although the ^notation from the

Literary Industries already given skeins to show that it

was revised throughout once, and afterward rewritten.

in part, at least, by Bancroft, (ioldsehmidt also prepared
the ethnographical map of the coast.

Of the tirst volume. Oak wrote about half of the pref

ace, and the chapter on the Columbians, llarcourt the

chapter on the Californians, and Nemos and Savage the

remainder, with the exception of a few slight parts pre

pared by others.

In a compilation like the Native Races, there was of

necessity much matter printed in such a form that those

who prepared it could not claim the authorship. Of this

character were the contributions of Mr. Savage, the Span
ish expert. Nemos also claimed to be the author of parts
of every volume except the fourth, but from his own state

ments we learn that much of his work, like Savage's,
consisted in making translations.

The public acknowledgment made in the introduction

of this work concerning the part done by the several

.
*
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writers would be fair, if we overlook the fact that it^

wording tends to give an exaggerated idea of Mr. Kan-

croft's part in it were the name of the latter hut printed

on the titlr page as editor or compiler. Kut hy omitting

either word lie has announced himself to the world a^

authur. His own explanation for tin* seem* to be thai

he considers himself responsible for the work in tr^at-

ment and style (Native Races 1, Pivface XIII), hut the

real reason is no doubt to IK found in a desire U give th<-

work standing in the lit* rary world by ascribing it to cne

name already quite widely known among book dealers

and publishers.

As regards scientific merit these volumes can not makeO

great claims. No serious attempt was made to collect

facts concerning the American Indians of the West at
r**

h'rst hand. Mr. Bancroft made no pretensions as an

antiquarian or ethnologist, content with compiling what

others had written and thus discharging his duty toward

the introductory part of his work that he might the

SM HUT take up the more serious task of writing the his

tories. Different parts of the N .tiv<- Ra <
- d ; Ter greatly

in value. Oak was habitually sci l:rl\ an-i ilways made

an effort at honest research. Nemo.- ws likewise thor

oughly reliable. Goldschmidt was noted for his shift-

lessness, and Fisher and Harcourt are charged with such

uncritical metho<ls as the incorporation in their writings

of statements found in magazine articles which were

nowhere verified. (Mrs. Victor had learned of this.) The

last three must, therefore, be considered clever and bril

liant writers rather than critical historians.

The chief value of the Native Kaces consisted in the

fact that it presented in accessible form a classified col

lection of all the facts known concerning the Indians of

the Pacific slope. Philosophers who made us* of these

facts in their generalizations, while prizing the work
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highlv, \vort> not, however, especially concerned as to

ho\v it was written. In the East and in Europe the di--

covery was not made that it is merely a compilation.
The Native Races was regarded as a work of groat learn

ing (see Literary Industries, :W.r>, :jf>r>) and its authorship
ascribed to Hubert Howe Bancroft in accordance with a

literal reading of its title page. The five volumes were

published at three-month intervals between October 1,

1S7-1, and Christmas, 1S7.V .Just'before the first volume

appeared, Mr. Bancroft made what he called a literary

pilgrimage to the Eastern States to bring himself and the

work to the notice of the great literary men there. He
also made arrangements for publication in France and
< iermany simultaneously with the issuing of the volumes

in New York. This was the result as told in his own
words .

" Never probably was a book so generally and so

favorably reviewed by the best journals in Europe and

America. Never was an author more suddenly or more

thoroughly brought to the attention of literary men

everywhere": (Lit. Ind., 361.)

A- director and manager of the Native Races, Mr.

Bancroft performed a literary service of great importance
and in such a capacity richly deserved the unsparing

praise which was showered upon him. But the com

mendation and honor bestowed upon him as author of

the work we must in all fairness regard as quite a differ

ent matter. According to his own statement (Lit. Ind.,

361), this must be considered as the status generally as

signed him and the basis upon which he was presented

with a number of complimentary certificates and hon

orary diplomas, among them being honorary member

ship in the Massachusetts Historical Society, the Amer

ican Antiquarian Society, and the Buffalo Historical So

ciety, and the honorary degree of Master of Arts at Yale.

So far as the question of authorship was concerned, all

.
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reviews ami general pres* mention of subsequent Ban-

( n f
t publications followed along the same line MS the re

views of the Native Race*, reCOgnixing Mi'. Bancroft alom-

as the author. \Ve may, therefore, conclude as does he

himself (Lit. Ind., IWl, 6(11) that it was his being accred

ited with the authorship of the Native Races which made

for him his literary reputation. It lias been shown that

this credit depended in turn upon the fact that hi- own

name was on the title page as author instead of manag

ing editor. The facts show, therefore, that Mr. Bancroft

was assisted largely by his corps of writers even in the

revision of manuscripts, that due credit has never been

given Oak, Fisher, Ilarcoun. (iolds-clmiidt. and Nemos,
who. aided by a number of compilers and writers of frag

mentary bits, are the true authors of the work, and that
V

the rise- of the fame of Hubert Howe Bancroft as an his

torical writer was founded upon a popular misconcep
tion, both as to the nature of bis first work and his eon-

nection with that work.

Just as.fast as the members of the library force ended

their respective labors on the Native Races, they were set

to work taking notes for the history, Mr. Oak continuing
to act as manager of detail as heretofore. The system of

note-taking was perfected by Mr. Nemos and now in

cluded a boiling down process by which new members
could so prepare rough material as to permit writers to

turn out manuscript more (juickly.

Laving aside for the time being the work on Central

America and Mexico, Bancroft and Oak decided to direct

the activities of a library force now thoroughly trained to

the material on California, since California history is the

starting point for that of a number of other states, in

cluding Northern Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, and I'tah.

and more especially because the mass of original material

collected for this state was greater than for any other, a
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fact necessitating (he reduction to ;i minimum of tin- \m

sihility of its accidental destruction \\hile yet unused:

i
Lit. hid., r>S:j.) The actual organization of the man-rial

on the Southwest, including the writing of (lie history of

the Northern Mexican states and Texas down to 1800, to

gether with the Spanish and Mexican annals of Arizona,

New Mexico, California, and the Northwest Coa>t, w;i^

entrusted to Oak as his special field.

The story of the collection of this California material

a* told by Mr. Bancroft (Lit. I ml . , !it>.~> and sq.) is one of

the most interesting connected with the history enter

prise, hi October, 1873, there had entered his service one

Knrique (Yrruti, an erratic individual, horn in Italy, but

intimately acquainted with the ways of Spanish-Ameri
cans through a long residence in Bolivia, under the gov
ernment of which state he had served in a diplomatic

capacity. Cerruti's diplomacy was turned toward the

securing of historical facts in the possession of the old

>panish residents of California, and the first task set for

his craft was to gaiirthe cooperation of General Vallejo,

a native California!!, early alcalde at San Francisco, and

coloni/erof Sonoma. After several months' negotiations,

his efforts were rewarded by a personal narrative from

Yallejo, by the gift of his papers, and by his enthusiastic

-ispport in gaining the aid of other Californians of his

own race. Among those who furnished dictations at his

instance were two of his brothers, and his nephew Alva-

rado, (iovernorof California under Mexican rule. For

two years Cerrutiand Vallejo worked together collecting,

their time being divided between Sonoma, San Francisco,

and Monterey, from which centers they made divers ex

cursions. It seems that the wily Italian, together with

other representatives of Mr. Bancroft, sometimes gained
of valuable manuscripts by such indirection as
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to cause much dissatisfaction on the part of tin- original

owners,

Tin 1 official Spanish records of the country which had

been turned over to t lie I'nited States Surveyor (inn-nil at

San Francisco consisted of four or five hundred volume-.

To copy these, twelve Spaniards worked fora year under

the direction of Mr. Savage,* "the greatest single eil'ort"

ever made in connection with the Bancroft enterprise.

The mission records in possession of the archbishop of

S;m Francisco were copied by Mr. Savage and three as

sistants in a month. In quest of data on Southern Cali

fornia, Bancroft and Oak took a trip to San Diego early

in 187-1, returning overland and visiting depositories of

records. On this tour, Judge Benjamin Hays of San

IHego turned over to Mr. Bancroft his historical collec

tions, and subsequently directed the collecting in the

south. The most efficient of the assistants employed by
lii in was Edward F. Murray who, among other services,

copied the records of the Santa Barbara missions. In

March. 1877, Mr. Savage began w*rk on the civil and

ecclesiastical archives at Salinas, continuing the work at

San Jose, Santa Cruz, and Sacramento. With others,

he obtained dictations of the highest importance from

native Californians and others, and in 1877 and 1878

spent eight months in that work, visiting all the missions

from San I)i3go to San Juan Bautista with the exception
of San Fernando and I'urisima.

While his aids were thus gathering the material upon
which the History of California is founded, Mr. Bancroft,

as he tells us (Lit. Ind., 657-603), was devoting his atten

tion more especially to the gaining of information con

cerning the proceedings of the two vigilance committees

that held sway in San Francisco in the "fifties," by no

*T1:1 Is .in the authority of Savage.
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means an easy task, since the acts of both of tin-so nrgani-

/ations were illegal and their surviving member* could

not 1)0 oxpootod to talk very freely, ovon aftor a lapse of

twenty years. After considerable urging, however, tho--

who had ousted of the records were 'induced in tlie inter

est of history to urn them over for Mr. Bancroft's inspec

tion. This material was made use of in the supplemental
volumes on Popular Tribunals; in the tirst writing of

which Mr. Bancroft was himself engaged from 187o to

IS77. Like his manuscript for Central America, how-

vor, this work had to be revised before its publication

ton years later.

At an early date, Mr. Bancroft tells us (Lit.. Ind., 623-

t>*28), he had corresponded with the heads of governments

lying within his territory. The presidents of the Mexican

and Central American republics and the governors of all

the states had accorded him every facility. In 1874, es

pecially favorable letters were received from the pre-i-

donts of Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua, the latter

appointing a special commissioner to secure and ship

documents.

The great ma*s of California matter, at first so volumi

nous as to be appalling, was now in hand, and in 1878

Mr. Bancroft turned his attention to the Northwest. Upon
a visit to British Columbia in that year, he obtained ac

cess to the official records of the province, took the remi

niscences of many old fur traders, secured the papers of

others, and had help from several who had undertaken

to write a history of the country: (Lit. Ind., 534
;
Hist.

N. \V. Coast, preface, viii). It was from this data that

Mr. Bancroft in the years immediately following wrote,

with the aid of some other writers, the History of the

Northwest Coast, and the History of British Columbia,
volumes constituting the great part of the work of which

he can claim the actual authorship : (See Lit. Ind., 549.)
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The history seeker had a 1 read)' secured the writing of

(iov. Klwood Kvjins of Washington Territory, Crossing
the straits from Victoria, lie made some collections ahout

Puget Sound, and then went to Portland and Salem,

accompanied by Amos How man, a stenographer who

suhseqently became one of the writers in the library and

prepared some manuscript for the History of British Co
lumbia. (Bowman was a Candian with some experience
in government surveys and mining explorations. Before

joining Mr. Bancroft on this expedition, he was located

at Anacortes, Washington.) The Oregon Pioneer Associa

tion was then in session at Salem, and a number of its

members furnished dictations. The secretary. J. Heury
Brown, was engaged to copy documents in the state

archives (Lit. Ind., 540-546). He subsequently made
this matter the basis of a book which he himself pub
lished on Oregon history.

After dictations had been secured in passing through
Southern Oregon, the Oregon material at Mr. Bancroft's

disposal was further increased on his return to San Fran

cisco by the employment of Frances Fuller Victor, a

writer of experience and author of several books on Ore

gon, who. during a residence of more than ten years in

the state, had collected data with the intention of herself

writing and publishing its history. As by her researches

she had become familiar with the history of the entire

northwestern part of the United States, the working up
of this field was assigned her just as the southwest had

been assigned to Oak.

(Frances Fuller was born in the township of Rome,
New York, May 23, 1826. She was a near relation of

Judge Reuben H. Walworth, Chancellor of the State of

New York, and through her ancestor, Lucy Walworth,
wife of Veach Williams, who lived at Lebanon, Connecti

cut, in the early part of the eighteenth century, claimed
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descent from Fgbert. tin- tirst king of Kngland. Yeach

Williams himself wa^ descended from Robert Williams,

who came over from Kngland in HJ'iT. and settled at

Koxhury, Massachusetts.

When Mrs. Victor was thirteen years of age, her par

ents moved to WooMer, Ohio, and her education wa*

received at a young ladies' seminary at that place. From

an earlv age she took an interest in literature, and when

hut fourteen years old, wrote both prose and ver-e for

the county papers. A little later the <'l<v<-ltnnl H<rald

paid for her poems, some of which were copied in Kng-

lish journals.

Mrs. Victor's younger M>ter. Metta, who subsequently

married a Victor, a brother of Frances' husband, was

also a writer of marked ability. Between the two a de

voted attachment existed, and in those days they were

ranked with Alice and Pirn-be Carey, the four being re

ferred to as Ohio's boasted quartet of sister poets. The

'Miller sisters contributed verse to the Home Jimrnal of

New York City, of which N. P. Willis and George P.

Morris were then the editors. Metta was known as the

"Sinking Sybil." Both sisters were highly eulogized by

Willis who regarded them as destined for a great future

as writer>.

In her young womanhood Frances spent a year in New
York City, amid helpful literary associations. Being

urged by their friends, the two sisters published together
a volume of their girlhood poems in 1851. In the more

rigorous self-criticism of later years, Mrs. Victor often

called it a mistaken kindness which induced her friends

to advi-e t ie publication of these youthful productions.

But in these vn-srs is to be seen the true poetic principle,

and their earnestness is especially conspicuous.
Metta Fuller Victor, after her marriage, took up her

residence in New York City, and continued her literary
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work both in prose ami in verse. Frances' huthnnd,

Henry ('. Victor, a naval engineer, was ordered to Cali

fornia in ISM. Sh> accompanied him, and for nearlv

two years wrote for the San Francisco papers, her prin

cipal contributions consisting of city editorials to the

in, and a series of society articles under the nom <lr

of Florence Fane, whic 1

!, we are told, by tln-ir

humorous hits, elicited much favorable comment.

About the close of the war, Mr. Victor resigned his

position and came to Oregon, where his wife followed

him in lSt.r>. She has often told how, upon her first ar

rival in this state, she recogni/ed in the type both of the

sturdy pioneers and of their institutions something en

tirely new to her experience, and at once determined to

make a close study of ( >regon. As she became acquainted
with many of the leading men of the state, and learned

more and more about it, she determined to write its his

tory, and began to collect material for that purpose.
Her first book on the history of Oregon was The River

of the West, a biography of Joseph L. Meek, which was

published in 1870. Many middle-aged Oregonians tell

what a delight came to them when in boyhood and girl

hood d ivs they read the stories of Rocky Mountain ad

ventures of the old trapper Meek as recited by this woman
of culture and literary training, who herself had taken so

great an interest in them. The book was thumbed and

p;i->(.>d from hand to hand as long as it would hold to

gether, and today scarcely a copy is to be obtained in the

Northwest. Intensely interesting as The River of the

\\V-t is, the chief value of the work does not lie in this

fact, but rather in its value to the historian. Meek be

longed to the age before the pioneers. It was the trap

per and trader who explored the wilds of the West and

opened up the way for the immigrant. Later writers

freely confess their indebtedness to Mrs. Victor's River

Morris/..:. -Bancroft Pacific
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of tlu> West for much of their material. Tin- stories of

the Rocky Mountain bear killer. Meek, romantic though

many of them are, check with the stories given by otlier

trappers and traders, and ftwnish data for an important

period in the history of the Northwest.

In 1S7'2 was published Mrs. Victor's second book

touching the Northwest, All Over Oregon and Washing
ton. This work, she tells us in the preface, was written

o supply a need existing because of the deartli of printed

information concerning these countries. It contained

observations on the scenery, soil, climate and resources

of the Northwestern part of the I'nion, together with an

outline of its early history, remarks on its geology, bot

any, and mineralogy, and hints to immigrants and trav

elers. Her interest in the subject led her at a later date

to revise this book and to publish it again, this time

under the title Atlantis Arisen.

Tn 1874 was published Woman's War With Whiskey,
a pamphlet which she wrote in aid of the temperance
movement in Portland. Her husband was lost at sea in

November, 1875, and from this time, she devoted herself

'.\clusively to literary pursuits. During her residence

in Oregon she had frequently written letters for the San

Krancisco Bulletin and sketches for the Overland Monthly.

These stories, together with some poems, were published

in 1877 in a volume entitled The New Penelope.

This last volume was printed by the Bancroft publish

ing establishment in San Francisco. The Bancrofts were

an Ohio family of Mrs. Victor's early acquaintance.

Hubert Howe Bancroft now laid before her his plan for

writing the history of the Pacific slope, and asked her to

work on the part concerning Oregon. In 1878 she en

tered the Bancroft library. Leaving the library at the

completion of the work, in 1890 she returned to Oregon
and was employed by the state in 1893 to compile her
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History of the Early Indian Wars of Oregon, a voluim-

which was published by the State Printer the following

year. Slie eontinued to write for the Oregon Historical

(Quarterly up to the time of her death. Her last puh-
lislu'd work \\ as a small volume of poems printed in l

(

,MKi.

and selected from the many metrical compositions which

she had written for newspapers and m iga/ines through
a period of sixty years. She was an ahle writer p

e^ay.
and possessed an insight into the evolution of civili/a-

tion and government rare, not only for M autlior of her

sex, but for any author. (
1

oml>ining the tjualitio o r

poet, essayist and historian, she occupied a position with

out a peer in the annals of Western literature. She died

at Portland, Oregon, November 14, 1902).

Data on Alaska and the Russian (Vony at Fort Ross,

California, were being collected and translated during
these years by Ivan Petroff, a highly educated Russian

some time resident at Cook's Inlet. Material from Rus

sia was furnished by the savant M. Pinart who had made
a special study of Alaska, and Petroff prepared transla

tions. In 1878 he visited Alaska in search of more ma
terial, and spent the year 1879 and part of 1880 in

Washington extracting matter from papers, the existence

of which he had discovered on the northern trip; (Lit.

Ind., 5f>l-r>61.) Petroff had begun the writing of this

material and had done part of the Alaska volume when
he left the library to become supervisor of the census of

1880 in the Northern Territory, leaving Mr. Bancroft and

others to bring this part of the work to completion.

(The main facts of Petrotf's life which had been a very
eventful one are here taken from Bancroft's Literary In

dustries, 270-272. lie was born at St. Petersburg in

184*2, his father being a soldier. His mother died in his

infancy, and at the age of five, he was placed in the

military academy of the first corps of cadets at St. Peters-
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burg. Left an orphan when l>ut a hoy hv the death of

his father at the hattle of Inkennaii, a remarkable talent

for kanguagOfl secured his transfer to the imperial acad

emy of sciences for training as military interpreter.

A serious illness caused an impediment in his speech
which ended such prospects, hut he was nevcrtheh ->

permitted to continue his studies and became amanuen-i-
lor Professor Bohttink while engaged in the preparation
of a Sanscrit dictionary. Attached subsequently to M.

Urosset, who was making a study of Armenian antiqui
ties and literature, lie hecame so proficient in the language
that he was chosen to accompany his superior on a two-

year scientific expedition through (leorgia and Armenia,

lie was then sent to Paris to St. llilairc with part of the

material obtained. th'Mice sailing for New York in 1861.

After working a short time on the Courier <h-x />//* I 'it is,

he enlisted in the seventh Ne\\ Hampshire regiment.

My hard study he mastered the language, after writing
letters for the soldiers as a means of practice, and ac-

jiiired a proficiency in the use of English such as one

seldom meets with in a foreigner. From private he be

came corporal, then sergeant and color bearer, a rank

which he held in 1864, when his company was sent to

Florida. He took part in all the battles fought by But

ler's army and was twice wounded. After the battle of

Fort Fisher, he was promoted to a lieutenancy. Mustered

out in July, 1865, he returned to New York, and accepted

a position for five years with the Russian American

Company at Sitka. believing that this region was sooner

or later to pass to the United States. On the way to Alaska

he was delayed and improved the time by making a horse

back tour of Northern California, Idaho, Washington,
and Oregon. Finding his position filled when he arrived

at Sitka, he was given charge of a trading post on Cook's

3
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Inlet until tin- transfer of the territory to the 1'niied

States in ist>7. Subsequently PetTOff WES appointed act

ing I ustom olheer on Kodiak Island and wa> put in <-h,i

of the sei/ed barkcntine Constitution, with which he ar

rived in San Francisco in October, 1S70. Mr. Bancroft ,-n

onee -ought his service* a- Itiis-ian interpreter for the

library . After his return to the government service in the

north, lie distinguished himself both in iKSOuiid IS'.M) by

his /tul in securing information concerning Alaska i|-

-ired hv the census hureau, and several times risked hi>-

lifc in this service. Keturning to Washington he wa-

-ulse|uently einployel hotli hy the census hureau and

the state department. With one exception, the I'tali vol

ume, this was the hist uf the series of history proper to

the actual authorship of any considerable part of which

Mr. Bancroft can lay claim.)
So great was the opposition created among (ientile* in

I *tah 1>\ a turn in the Bancroft history more favorable to

the Mormons than they considered fair, and so many and

so tierce thecharges against Mr. Bancroft in consequence,
that he ha> apparently been very careful to give, in the

Literary Industries (pp. 631-640), an extended account

of the manner of collecting the material for t|ie History
of t'tah. Here he telN us that, at an early date in the

development of the history project, lie realized the diffi

culty of gaining data on Mormon history, an obstacle

apparently -o great as to be insuperable. For though
the Mormon church have a regular historian, whose duty
it is to preserve their archives, the director of the Han-

croft project at once perceived the objections which would
be made to the turning of this material over to be written

up by one not in sympathy with their faith. But he

must have seen very clearly that a (tentile history of t'tah

not unfavorable to the Mormon-* was the one thing they
desired above all else. Accordingly, in 1880, he u-ll> us
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that In- succeeded in showing to their satisfaction that he

was not prejudiced against them, and asked Orson B.

Pratt, official historian of the Mormon church, for tin-

desired information. John Taylor, president of the

church, called a council of its twelve apostles, with the

result that it was agreed to comply with the request, and

Franklin 1>. Richards was >cnt to San Francisco a> Pro

fessor Pratt's representative, to furnish the Pancroft

library with such material as was desired from the oili-

cial church records.

The year 1SHO is an important one for the history pro

ject in another and more important respect also. The
end of that year found definite plans made for the publi

cation of the History of the Pacific States. Mr. Bancroft

had long since decided that, unlike the Native Races,

this work should be handled exclusively by bis own bouse,

and Mr. Nathan J. Stone was placed in charge of tbe

publication department of the firm, now A. L. Bancroft

and Company, to attend especially to this matter. The
date of commencement of work by the printers Oak sought
to have deferred that there might be no haste in search

ing out and digesting facts, but against his advice Ban
croft determined to begin the publication of the series in

1SS2, impatient doubtless at the prospect of a deferred

return from his large financial investment in the work,
and somewhat fearful, as he tells us, lest through some

calamity it might never come to publication.

This decision for an early beginning of publication
with the genera] change in plan which it brought, ren

dered Mr. Oak's complicated tasks too severe, as he was
now in failing health. The work of taking notes on the

vast amount of material on California and the Spanish
Southwest generally had been finished sometime before,

and, as Oak had now completed his preliminary re-

-earches, he determined to give up part of his duties that
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he illicit have time to write the volume covering his l'n-1.1.

To Mr. Nemos, who up to tliis time had been emplov, -,j

chiefly on the Mexican volumes, \v;t> accordingly turned

>\->r the general direction of the half-dozen younger
writers, together with the plans of writing, and tin- man
agement of the note-taker^, a change which gave him all

interior supervision except over special departments at

tended to by Mr. Bancroft such as the work of Oak and

Mrs. Victor. Nemos had wonderful ability for drilling
men into a common method and served as director of li

brary detail -'with remarkable ability and succe^."

(Tliis was Oak's expression. All who speak of Nemos
ha\- much commendation for his ability. lie was born

in Finland, February 2.'*, 1S4M, the son of a nobleman.

Herman and piano lessons were first given him by his

mother, who belonged to a wealthy family of good stock.

After a year's study in a private school at St. Petersburg,
he returned home to attend school, and later took a course

at the gymnasium, or classic high school, at Stockholm

preparatory to entering I'psala university, where a

brother was at the time in attendance.

This ambition was not to be attained, however, for in

hi- -eventeenth \ear. family matters compelled him to

give up hi- -.tudie-,, Ji'ul a place for him was found in a

London commission and ship-broker's office by a family
friend who believed that the acquisition of English and a

business experience would be of the greatest advantage
to the young man. Hat her than drag the family title

into the by-ways of trade, he laid it aside and assumed

the name of Nemos.

Kvening and leisure hours were now devoted to the

study of philosophy and kindred higher branches under

an I'psala graduate. After a business training of eighteen

months, he was transferred to a responsible position in a

house trading with India. When h've years had been
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spout in this capacity. tlu> fear of Consumption induced

him to take a long sea vox age, and in the spring of 1H70

he left Liverpool by sailing vessel for A ust "alia, arriving

at Melbourne in the third month out. A venture at min

ing resulted disastrously through the dishonesty uf his

partners. ami after a stop at Sydney, he came to San

l-'raneisco, xvhere he landed in the summer of 1H71. !!<

had completed an engagement as assistant civil engineer
on a proposed railroad in Oregon when he returned to

California and accepted a position in the library. Nemos
is described as retiring in all his tastes and enthusiastic

as a student, lie xva* especially fond of philosophy and

languages, and had a knowledge of all the principal

tongues of Ki;ropo. )

Oak, although he rioxv considered himself chief only in

name, still acted as librarian, business agent for most of

the intercourse with the printing house, and reviser of the

linal proofs of all the volumes.

For protection against fire, the library was in October,

1SS1. moved to a building constructed for its reception

on Valencia Street. At the same time, the printers began
xvork on the first volume to be published, Central America

1, which was immediately followed by Mexico I. After

that time Mr. Bancroft (Lit. Ind., 585,) gave out for the

press whatever was most convenient, so that frequently

parts of several volumes \vere in type at one time. When
the printing began, material aggregating fifteen volumes

xvas ready. These included manuscript for Mexico and

Central America, the field assigned Savage and Nemos,
matter prepared by Oak for California, by Mrs. Victor

for Oregon, by Bancroft for Popular Tribunals, Literary

Industries, and The Northwest Coast, and by Petroff for

Alaska. Bancroft estimated at this time that the notes

xvere also taken for three fourths of the works which

were yet to be written.
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Material upon which to ba.-," the n-m.-iinin-j

collected in the same way as previously, Mr.

visiting the country to be written up. a -reriaimiiL1 the

nature and location of tin- material, collecting what .-mild

be had con\ nietitly. and thru leaving tin- furthe:- in

gathering in the hftnd* of age&te, A vi-it to Mrxicn in

1

SN
.". funiisji, d him with snim- matrrial on social roin|j-

ti>n^ in that COUOtry which h<- ti-lU u^ .va^ utili/.'d in

tin- last volume of tin- Mexican hi>tor\ : i Lit . ! nd .. 7< 1 t .

More extcn-ive rollections remained to he made in the

regions f:irthcr north.

After the completion Of the two voluiue> mi <>n;_r,,n.

Mr-. Victor'** attention wa- next directed to the volume

on Nevada, Colorado, and Wyoming. [Q the carrjing on

of tlii- work, a greater numlterof -.u^evtioii- as to man
ner of treatment were made !>y Mr. Bancroft, we may
In-lieve. tlian was usual in the preparation of a volume,

for the reasons that it was hurried more for puhlication

than earlier works, that ir was written under his imme
diate direction, and that he himself collected and for

warded material from the field as required. The record

of the pro^rrs.- of the work, as it occurs in Mr. Bancroft's

letter^ to the w-filer of the volume. i> of unusual inter.-t

in that the methods follow. -d. though in some wax- ex

ceptional, may perhap> be taken as fairly typical of those

employed ly Mr. Bancroft in the preparation of the later

volume- of the series which he immediately supcrvi-* d

In Au^u-t, ISS-}. shortly hefnre tin- completion of the

-erond volume of tlie Hi>tory of Oregon, Mr. P.ancroft

went to Salt Lake City, wliere he left with Franklin I>.

Kiehard- a memorandum to <_
ruide him in extracting ma

terial on the Mormons in Nevada which, he said, would

he about the first material needed. Pending the arrival

of this, on September llth. he advised Mrs. Victor to

familiari/e herself with the history of Wyoming and
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Colorado, he himself having done t | u , samr f()|
. \ rv;(( |. (

A letter written a few days later presents the idea ,,f

making : plan of the volume "as the men do on M.-M,-,,.

etc.," and says,
"
By so doing you can give eaeh section

its due proportion and by working to the plan save un

necessary labor." As to the method of treating early
.\peditions to Colorado and Wyoming, lie says to eon-
suit tlie History of Ctah, and the two opening chapter-,
\\hieh he himself had already written on Nevada. Win n

these chapters were prepared, it was the intention to dt -

voie an entire volume to this stat". In planning tin-

work as recommended in this letter, Mrs. Victor ascer

tained that these chapters were out ot proportion for the

Nolume a> now planned, and wrote to Mr. Bancroft to

this effect. On September 21st, however, he advised her
that he reci _, nixed the fact, but that they would "have
fee. do." On the same date he forwarded the dictation*

of three of tin lirst Mormons in Nevada, requesting that

when the material had been used for this volume, thev be

turned over to Mr. Bates, then at work on the History of

Ctah. He also suggested a perusal of Benlon's City
Saints and other Ctah books for light on Nevada, and

directed that Mr. Newkirk search the library thoroughly
for Nevada material.

From Colorado Springs on October 7th he wrote an

nouncing that a package of material on Colorado had been

sent . though evidently with more thought of pleasing those

who furnished the dictations than of affording material

for the history of their state. Said he, "Some of the

dictations don't amount to much, but 1 would like them

used for all they are worth, and more too, putting them in

list of authorities, quoting them freely, and giving bio

graphical notice, etc." On October llth, he wrote that

he would go to Denver in a few days to finish gathering

what material for Colorado he could procure. With
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reference to this lie s;iys, "I am told that there ;- no li],.

of the l\<n-ktf Mountain .Yorx, or any other early paper I

can get. l'os>ibly I may obtain access to one. Still I

think we will have siutl enough, all there will be room
for.

M
1 will then go to Cheyenne to get what I can on

Wyoming, and that will finish up the business of gather

ing for that volume, or any other volume except what
the camassers bring in."

He calls attention to the fact that in the Colorado dicta

tions there is frequently material on Montana, and in the

I'tah dictations, material on Idaho and Nevada. The
reason for this he gives in the typical Bancroft sentence ;

44
If I strike a man here, as I frequently do, who has

been to these other places in early times I follow him up
there for all it is worth of course, the same as here/'

At Colorado Springs Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson, author

of a Century of Dishonor, asked Mr. Bancroft lo adopt
her views on the Colorado Indian wars. With reference

to this matter, he wrote on October 13th, the day of his

departure for Denver, as follows :

"She wishing a thing done would be the very reason

I would not do it if I could help it. I speak of it that

you may get the work and use the information. I do not

care about mentioning her name one way or another in

the whole work. She has been polite enorgh here,

although she has a broken leg, but I don't care for her

politeness. I should have had fair recognition for the

service 1 did her in the matter of her California articles

in the Century which I never got."

Writing subsequently from Denver on November 2d, he

says : "Everybody in Colorado, nearly, is against Mrs.

Jackson on what some call the Chevington massacre.

That side don't call it a massacre, but a fight. I should

give their side in full, then say some few took exception
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to this action, and there let it stand on its merits that

is, I think so now."

In the same letter Mr. Bancroft announced that he was

going over the /'(><// Mountain \t trx with Mr. Byers, the

founder and former editor,
" a man of remarkable ability

and memory," whose dictation to a shorthand reporter
was given, he said, in *uch a way that it was almost

pure history and could he taken from his manuscript as

fast as one could write. This ht advised Mrs. Victor to

take as a basis for Colorado history, building upon it and

living it the preference in regard to discrepancy of state

ment. He also called attention to the fact that "a lot of

people
M had in one way and another wandered over the

region before white men settled there, and said he sup

posed that what Coronadodid should first be considered.

A^ to the wanderings of Spaniards in Colorado, a sched

ule sent about this time refers Mrs. Victor to all Oak had

written on the subject, to the first few pages of the His

tory of I'tah, and to the original authorities upon which

the latter was based. After calling attention to some

works of travel, such as Fremont's writings and Beaton's

Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains, he asked

Mr. Nemos to see that the material for Mrs. Victor's use

in preparing the volume be taken out more thoroughly

than had heretofore been the case, and upon this point

directed him to consult the early volumes of the series

and make this correspond. Mrs. Victor subsequently

asked that i-he be permitted to take out her own notes,

and the request was granted as Mr. Bancroft had now

decided to reduce the number of his force as fast as pos

sible and bring the work to a conclusion. Already on

October 2'>th, he had given as his opinion that Colorado

should make about half of the volume, at the same time

inquiring what laws of Colorado and Wyoming were de-

,
and recommending a study of "

Hepworth Dixon'a
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xvork on tln> (Jreat West, Bonncville's Adventur,-. ,,,.<!

Haxard Tax lor'* Travels."

\\ ritiogfromCbeyennex>n November sth. Mr. Bancroft
announced tin- shipmont of a MUM 11 package of Wyoming
-full, all that ho had been able to secure, and ,il- his in-

tentioM to have some one take matter from the office t\\< ^

of the newspapers of that place, the Su,, and /,//</, tlie

latter of xvhich xvas very complete. Though returning
himself to Denver, that day. he promised to have more

Wyoming dictations taken.

In aletterdated the next day, he expressed the opinion
that a proper division of the work xvould ho made l>y de

voting three hundred and fifty pages to Colorado, txvo

hundred and twenty-five to Nevada, and one hundred
and seventy-live to Wyoming, and requested that the

writing ho done on that basis until some change should

bo found necosary. In closing, he suggests another lino

of research to he carried through (lie volume in the words :

"And all the way from the Gulf of Mexico to British

Columbia. 1 want to pay special attention to the cattle

interest and cattle men, the origin and development of

the industry, one of the most marvelous and important
of modern times."

The last letter dealing with the manner of treatment

of material dated October 9, 1885, asks Mrs. Victor to do

the best she can with Mackey and the silver question in

order to satisfy Mr. Stone, the publishing agent, whose

xvork, Mr. Bancroft said, was hard enough at best.

It thus appears that three loading objects were kept

constantly in mind at this time: one, the handling of

the various subjects in such a way as not to displease the

people in the district xvritten up, that the xvork might be

popular and the work of the canvassers easy as they xvent

about soliciting subscriptions for it
; another, the writ

ing of the various chapters in such a way that the first
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draft would constitute finished history ami lake up no

moiv space than tliat assigned in the volume ; :ind filially,

and really at the bottom of the preceding, a desire t..
'

.

,

the history written as soon as possible. Kvidnu-e that

Mr. Bancroft wished to liave the work done in the least

possible time and witli the least pMttibfocOtt isahundant

in these letters.

In Octoher Nemos had heen set to counting the pages

which Mrs. Victor had written -inee entering the library,

a proceeding which she resented, believing that it afforded

no just basis for judging her historical work. The next

letter from Mr. Bancroft, on October *JOth, brought the

request that she bring the work "at first writing within

the requisite compass so as not to make it so terribly

costly." An intimation that greater haste would be pleas

ing was again conveyed on November Kt. when Mr. Ban

croft expressed the confidence that if Mrs. Victor were to

write three volumes more, they would be done in three

vears instead of six. a view of the case most contrary to

hers, since before entering the library she had already

worked out many of the problems in Oregon history, and

now that she was entering upon another field, found more

time necessary. That Mr. Bancroft did not make allow

ance for this, however, is shown bv a letter written on

November 17th. Here he begins the subject by stating

that it would be a great mistake to suppose that he was

di>satisfied with Mrs. Victor's work, or that any one had

in the faintest degree criticised it, and says that all he

wants is to practice such economy of time and money as

will enable him to complete the work before he is dead

or has failed in business. Then he proceeds to reckon up
results thus :

"I do not know when the present volume will be fin

ished ready for the printer. But six years have already

pa-<ed, and, calling this volume done, it would be two
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years to a volume. About fifteen hundred of your pa-.-
nrike a volume, I believe, and counting three hundred
da\x to tin- \ear, would In- two and a half pages a da\

When you first came, you Marled of!' with ten pagi-*.

which we all (bought rapid, (>u( tin- outcome mak -

exceedingly MBftli. This, with what other work has been

done on your volumes, would make every page of v<-ur

manuscript ready for the printer co-t me coiiMdend.lv

over two dollars a page."
After a denial that this is intended a- a complaint ahou'

the past, he say> :

"(Jo on and do the hest you can. I have written equiv
alent to six volumes during the la>t *ix years besid-

devoting my time to revising and outside matters. But 1

don't expect any one to work as I do. I am not satisfied

with old hands now, however, who do not give me say.

four or five pages a day all ready for the printer."

According to the printed rules of the library, the hours

were from 7.1") sharp to G o'clock in the evening, with

half an hour for lunch. When we recall the complexity
and minuteness of research and thought necessary in his

torical writing, we must consider three hundred such

days a year heavy work. The requirement of an average
of a certain number of pages a day was therefore one

which would naturally tend to increase the worry of the

writer. This requirement was also exacted of Mr. Oak,

and we may well conclude that if such pressure were

brought to bear on the two most experienced writers in

the library, upon the junior writers it must have been

intense indeed.

The writing of the volume on Colorado, Nevada, and

Wyoming, so far as the material at hand permitted, was

completed at the end of the year 1885. With all of the.

precautions taken, however, the pages on Colorado had

to be condensed nearly a third to bring them within the
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-pace allowed. This was dour, as was frequently tin-

rase, by throwing matter into tine type and priming as

footnotes, instead of making many changes in the manu

script.

Tlu system of biographical footnotes as it appear* in

the- history, Mrs. Victor claimed as her contribution to

i he general plan of the work. The idea was followed

with excellent re>ults in her own volumes as well as tho-e

written by others, the object being to make biographical
mention for the beneiit of posterity of every man who
look a prominent part in the building of a Pacific state

or territory. For carrying out such a purpose, the time

of writing during the lives of at least part of the same

generation that founded these commonwealths, offered
=.

unusually good advantages.
The original intention, Mrs. Victor has told us, was for

her to prepare the volume on Utah, since before coming
to the coast, she had had occasion to make a study of

arly Mormon history through coming in contact with

some refugees from Nauvoo. But so much work had

already been assigned her that when the time came to do

the writing, this was impossible. Mr. Bancroft had al

ready made a study of the early Spanish history of the

territory, and had written this part when he assigned the

work on the bulk of the remainder to Mr. Alfred Bates,

a writer of polished English and a man of scholarly at

tainments who had previously assisted Mr. John S. Hit-

tell in his work on The Commerce and Industries of the

Pacific Coast. (From Literary Industries, 267-68, we
learn that Bates was a native of Leeds, England, born

May 4, 1840. His father was a wool stapler who lost his

fortune in the panic of 1847. Compelled at an early age
to earn his own livelihood, he began teaching at the age

of fifteen, and later taught at Marlborough College of

which the dean of Westminster was then head.- To him
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'young Bates became private -..T. tary in 1H02. \Vhih-

.preparing for Cambridge the following year, he accepted
a lucrative position in New South Wales. whe-' he suf

fered much from ill health, at one time being given up

by three doctors. An oiler of a position as teacher in

California took him thither and In- continued at this work

for a year. I>uring the two years spent with Mr. Ilittell.

he was the most valued of his assistants.) Those ac

quainted with the eip'umstances and the men have

accordingly held that certain incidents in I'tah history

unfavorable to the Mormons could not have been toned

down by Bates as they art- in the printed volume, and

that the Mormon turn to the work was therefore given by
Bancroft in the pages which he wrote and in his revision

of Bates' work. (See article, ^hy Frances Fuller Victor in

Nir// L<tk< Ti-ihuiu of April J-l, 189:;.) This seems prob
able from what Mr. Bancroft tells us of his efforts to se

cure material for the voluiqe from the Mormon church,

as well as his natural desire to please subscribers to the

work.

Mr. Nemos, who was a foreigner, had no preference ;is

to the field in which his writing was done, and it was

consequently scattered through different volumes. Be

sides collaborating with Mr. Savage and others on tin-

Mexican and Central American volumes, he wrote part

of the material on British Columbia and Alaska. By the

time Mrs. Victor's third volume was completed at the

end of the year 1885, Oak had completed his work on the

North Mexican States and the five volumes on California

undeb Spanish and Mexican rule. The writing of the

two volumes containing the American portion of Cali

fornia history was thereupon assigned to Mrs. Victor and

Nemos, the former assuming responsibility for the prep

aration of i he political chapters, a field in which her work

had been pronounced especially good, and the latter tak-
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ing up the institutional chapter-. a pan \\hicli In- had

largely fulfilled toward all tin- Spanish volumes of th-

histor\ .

The introduction of the Institutional feature is to in- a<--

vdited to Nemos. The writing done by Oak wa* in the

t'onu of annals, a form in general suited admirably to the

provincial records which he worked up ;
hut against Mich

.1 -ivle throughout the MfifS, N. mos ;. !! that he pre-

-enud *'.:.,., -lions and armunt :its to ?>Ir. Bancroft for ir.

troduciiig material which should tell the history of the

p ople, and that in this he prevailed.

In April, ISSii. the burning of the Bancroft busin-

house threatened temporarily to bring the history project
to an abrupt termination at a time when only the first

volumes had been published, but the enterprise soon re-

i vered from the blow. Under the leadershipof Mr. Ban

croft, both business and history writing went on as before,

the linn of Bancroft and Company being organized for the

conduct of the former, while the publication of the history

pre\ iously carried on as a department of the general book

concern was now turned over to The History Company,
a corporation organized by Mr. Bancroft for the purpose
of handling the work.

At the completion by Oak of his volume on New Mex-

ICO and Ari/ona in May, 1887, *he retired from the library

with health very mucli shattered, leaving Mr. Nemos at

the head of affairs. After spending some time on a new

work now undertaken by Mr. Bancroft, the latter also

severed his connection with library matters in August,

1888.

At the time of Oak's departure, Bancroft was planning

a biographical work to be issued at the conclusion of the

ta-k which was then engaging the attention of the library

force. This work, at first called Chronicles of the King-.

but published under the title Chronicles of the Builders
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of the ConunODWenlths, was to present in detail tlic live*,

of wealthy and influential men who had borne a promi
nent part in the atlairs of tin various Pacific ( 'oa-l -tat.-

For such notice they were charged from a thousand to ten

thousand dollars according to the length of the puUished
sketeh. (This is according to the printed schedule, the

ininiinuni price being jiaid for three pages print, the

niaxinunn for thirty. This included also the printing of

a portrait engraved on steel.) The attempt to burden

the prestige gained by the histories ;i nd theii 1

projector

with such a load could result only in crippling both.

The volumes printed subsequent to the inauguration of

this scheme could not be received with the same open-
mindedness a* former works. The information subse

quently made public that money was accepted for notice

in the Chronicles lost for Mr. Bancroft the regard of the

press of the coast, caused grave doubts to be expressed

concerning his disinterestedness as an historian, called

out an expression of many bitter in some cases utterly

false statements concerning his work, and sadly dam

aged the literary reputation he had been for nearly twenty

years building on the work done under his direction.

While it was inevitable that the publication of the

Chronicles as a parasite upon the history should result

thu> disastrously and deplbrably for the fame of the lat

ter work, we must not fail to recognize the fact that the

labors of the writers upon both works were not a whit

less conscientious and painstaking than they had always
been. After the sixth and seventh volumes of the Cali

fornia history were completed in 1888. the volume on

Washington, Idaho, and Montana was written. In 1S90,o
the final volume on California was published, followed

in the next year by the supplementary volumes, Kssays

and Literary Industries, which ended twenty years of li

brary work for Hubert Howe Bancroft and his assistants.
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The History of the Pacific States, we have Met), \\.i-

:m evolution, passing through the stages of handbook and

encyclopedia before it became a history, lint when tin-

last idea had been readied, the development of *the pro

ject was hy no means complete, hut rather just begun.
The necessity of the Native Races was demonstrated he-

fore work had proceeded for a t welve-rnontli. As late as

1*7S. Mr. Bancroft estimated that the history proper
\\ould comprise but fourteen volumes at the outride.

In his letter to Mrs. Victor, dated August 1st of that

year, we get an interesting glimpse of the plan in an ear

lier stage. The work is to be divided, he says, somewhat
in the following manner: Conquest of Parien, one vol

ume; Conquest of Mexico, one volume; Mexico under

the Viceroys, two volumes
;
Mexican Revolution and Mod

ern History, one or two
; Explorations Northward and

the History of California, three or four; the Northwest

Coast, Oregon and British Columbia together, two or

three; Alaska, one. Under the head of California his-

torv was to be included somewhere the histories of Ari-
w

y.ona, New Mexico, Utah, and Nevada, and the history of

Oregon was likewise to include Washington, Idaho, and

Montana. Oregon and British Columbia he thought
could be written in a year. Not until six more years had

passed was it finally recogni/ed that natural expansion
as the work proceeded would necessitate devoting to the

series of history proper a number of volumes exactly

double that which was then contemplated . To this series

were added as a supplement an even half dozen volumes.

If we find that the outline grew from that of a few vol

umes in 1872 to one of almost forty in 1884, and that the

work expanded fourteen volumes after it had been defi

nitely laid out, we are not at all surprised that the part

of the whole which Mr. Bancroft intended to write grew
-I
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relatively less as time went on, and tin- part assigm d to

other* became correspondingly greater. There is soup-

evidence to >ho\v that when writing began on tin- lir-t

volume of tin- Central American History in iSTii, the di

rector of tile project actually had in mind the plan which

he gives in the Literary Industries, that of writing with

the aid of assistants who were to he responsible for "the

-tudy and reduction of certain minor sections" which lie

wa* to "employ" in his own writing. Thus we find, ac

cording to the information left by Nemos, that Bancroft

actually wrote half of the volume, that Oak at first took

out notes, and that Nemos prepared his work in the rough,

leaving -i considerable part of it to be rewritten. For

the next volume undertaken, the first of the six on Mexico,

we see that the chief was unable to prepare so much ma
terial in it* linal form, and rested with but two chapters

completely to his credit, together with the rewriting of

part of Nemos' work on the remainder. In four or five

year>. he expresses the determination of writing what he

can himself and leaving the rest to his aids. This as we

shall see amounted in the end to his doing about one

-ev.-ntli of the history, slightly revising the work of the

other authors, often by the aid of critics in his employ,
and preparing most of the material for the supplementary
volumes

Thus it came about that the original plan, the plan as

published, was exactly reversed, and instead of Mr. Ban

croft's doing all the work in final form, except some minor

sections assigned to those whom he called his assistants,

it was the so-called assistants who really wrote the His

tory of the Pacific States, and Mr. Bancroft who did a

few minor, or at any rate less difficult parts. Nor is it at

all true, as one authority has said (Appletoii's Enclyclo-

p;edia of American Biography, I, 156). that Mr. Bancroft

wrote the most important chapters. Of course, the sur-
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prising thing about this is that Mr. Bancroft should hav-
stated in the Literary Industries that he had followed a

plan for the division of labor originally intended, but not

followed at all. Kspecially unfortunate is this, in view

of repeated charges of absorbing the literary reputation
of his collaborators and aids, and appropriating the credit

for their work.

It has long since been recogni/ed that the name of

Hubert Howe Bancroft can not be placed in the ranks of

great American historical writers. In the first place, he

wrote only parts of volumes. It will be observed, too,

that as a rule he wrote simpler parts, consisting of syn

opses of early voyages, or annals easy to handle, such a8

the rovings of Spaniard! in t'tah, or the rise of a pro
vincial government among the fur-traders of British Co
lumbia. But Mr. Bancroft, as founder of the library and

organizer of the history, has rendered a real and lasting

service to historical literature.

The first great end subserved by his undertaking was

the preservation of a great mass of invaluable historical

material, which would otherwise have been lost. In 1880,

he wrote :

There are men yet living who helped to make our his

tory, and who can tell us what it is better than their sons,

or than any who shall come after them. A score of years

hence few of them will remain. Twenty years ago, many
parts of our territory were not old enough to have a his

tory ; twenty years hence, much will be lost that may
now be secured" : (Lit. Ind., 635).

It is thus for the timeliness of his labors in collecting

his library that the Pacific Coast, and the whole world as

well, is indebted to Mr. Bancroft. For this work his

qualifications as a successful business man experienced

in handling books were exactly those required.

A second great end which Mr. Bancroft attained was
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the founding of a luxury of Western Nortli Aim-rica on

the original sources which he had collected in onh-r that

it might constitute a foundation upon which future hix.

tories would he built.

" He who shall come after me," says he in the letter

quoted above, "will scarcely be able to undermine, my
work by laying another and deeper foundation. He muM
build upon mine or not at all, for he can not go beyond

,ny authorities for facts. He may add to or alter my
work, for 1 >hall not know or be able to tell everything,
but lie can never make a complete structure of his own."

That the volumes super\ i>ed by Mr. Bancroft should

contain imperfections is in the nature of the case inevi

table. Perfect historical estimates of contemporaries can

not as a rule be made, and history based largely on per

sonal reminiscence must contain errors of refraction

which can be corrected only in the clearer light of later

years. The handling of material by a writer who did not

collect it, and who is likely to find the places and condi

tions dealt with strange to his experience, inevitable

though it be in so large an undertaking, results in the

writing of faulty history. The hastening of the work

and the editorial revision of manuscripts by a manager
desirous of pleasing subscribers, and impelled by various

other motives of his own, are not circumstances likely to

increase the accuracy of the work. But after allowance

lias been made for all inaccuracies which have crept in

through these various avenues, we still have the fact that

the histories are based upon sources which may be sup

plemented but can never be displaced. No greater mis

take could be made, therefore, than to say that because

they contain errors they are worthless. All must agree

with the practical argument made by a thoughtful old

pioneer of the writer's acquaintance that, in spite of all

criticisms which may be passed upon the Bancroft his-
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i >ries, they contain a great fund of information which i-

nowhere else to he found in print.

A third result of the history plan, and one which is of

importance to historical writers everywhere who have

large lields to cover, was the devising of a cooperative

inetliod for organizing the vast collections in the library.

Mr. Bancroft makes the claim of having been the first to

resort to such a division of labor ; and points out \ Literary

Industries, 707) that his method avoids the repetition of

details and insures a more thorough working up of the

field than does the cooperative method as the term i-

usually understood, under which the writers work inde

pendently of eacli other after the field is divided. Such

a claim might indeed be granted had Mr. Bancroft an

nounced himself as editor and reviser instead of author,

and had he designated the part of the work written by

each of his collaborators in accordance with the usual

custom in cooperative works. The printing of his name

as author on the title page, and his general recognition

,i< such in accordance with press notices following those

of the Native Races, have, of course, largely lost for him

the credit of originating a cooperative method for the

organizing of large quantities of material.

Concerning the understanding Mr. Bancroft had with

his corps of writers generally as to the public acknowl

edgment of their work which he would make, informa

tion is not at hand. Only one had ever before written,

and published a book, and perhaps the majority gave no

thought to the rights which would be theirs as authors.

Certain it is that when the greater number of the more

prominent writers entered the library, the work was

planned on a much smaller scale than tliat upon which

it was carried out, and, as they did not know that they

were to become the authors of entire or consecutive vol

umes, the question was not then of the importance which
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it assumed with the later growth of the series. What
the understanding was with those who first entered the

library we ran not say definitely, but his ideas on that

Mibjeet seems to 'nave been a survival of the encyclopii-dia

project. To Mrs. Victor, just prior to her entering his

service, he wrote on August 1, 1878:

"The work is wholly mine. I do what I can myself,
and pay for what I have done over that

;
but I father the

whole of it and it goes out only under my name. All

who work in the library do so simply as my assistants.

Their work is mine to print, scratch, or throw in the fire.

I have no secrets
; yet I do not tell everybody just what

each does. I do not pretend to do all the work myself,
that is. to prepare for the printer all that goes out under

my name. L have three or four now who can write for

the printer after a fashion
;
none of them can suit me as

well as 1 can suit myself/ One or two only will write

with very little change from me. All the rest require
sometimes almost rewriting."
He further adds that it gives him pleasure to acknowl

edge his obligations to his assistants, but that this ac

knowledgment is always voluntary on his part and not

claimed as a right by them, and says that while he is not

sure of mentioning certain persons in connection with

certain parts as he had done in the introduction to the

Native Races, he will certainly not do more than that.

The only mention which he promises definitely to his

writers is a biographical notice in the Literary Industries.

"The work in the library," says he, "good or bad, is

mine
; were it not so, I would simply do what I could

with my own fingers, or do nothing."
It is easy enough to see why Mr. Bancroft should wish

to have absolute control of manuscripts to insure good

work, and a complete covering of the field, but it is dif

ficult to see how he could justly make the claim before
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tho world that manuscripts turned out l>v other p
were his writing.

Not only was the myth of Mr. Bancroft's authorship

repeated on the title page of each volume of the history.
and in the reviews which built upon the prestige gained

by him as supposed author of the Native Races, but not

a word was printed to show that any one else wrote the

least part of the work. When asked to indicate in the

preface the part done by each person, according to the

evidence of a number of his writers, he always declared

that this was just the one thing he wished to avoid. The

only approach to an acknowledgment is the statement

in the preface in words which apparent!}" refer only to

indexers and note-takers, that he has been "able to utilize

the labors of others," among whom as the most faithful

and efficient he mentions Oak, Nemos, Savage, Petrotf,

and Mrs. Victor. (History of Central America. I, preface;

viii). The promise is made that he will speak of these

and others at length elsewhere, and this promise is re

deemed by the printing of their biographies in the Liter

ary Industries without indicating who was engaged in

writing and who in purely routine work connected with

the library, much less designating what parts of the work

each had done. From a popular edition of this volume

subsequently issued for wider circulation, even these

were stricken out.

While the real authors of the history never agreed to

keep silence concerning their right to recognition, it was

very well understood that they would remain in Mr.

Bancroft's employ only so long as they acquiesced in his

claiming the work as solely his own and made no indi

vidual claims for themselves. This bread and butter

argument for silence proved effective in all cases. An

example of the method in meeting claims made for any
of the library writers occurs in connection with the pub-
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licaiion of tin- History of Oregon. A notice of tin- work

just before it was issued v as sent tn the Oregon pre**

and the statement made that Mrs. Victor was the author.

(Kmma II. Ada;ns in Portland Om/on/i/i, October 5,

1SS. under the title,
" Mrs. Victor and Her Latent Lit

erary Work.") This was i.iot \)\ Mr. Bancroft with a

letter for publication in the paper printing the notice, in

\\ Inch he asserted that no entire volume of the aeries had
been written by Mrs. Victor. Of course the significance
of this statement is in the word "entire," which simply
meant that he had interpolated a line here and chere

as he went over the manuscript. A note to Mrs. Victor

under date of October Ib'th explains this apparent denial

of her authorship thus :

"I do not want for myself the credit due to my assist

ants. At the same time, I do not deem it necessary to

explain to the public just what part of the work was done

by each. Kverybody knows that you have been at work
on Oregon, and that is all right, although I have done

considerable work on your manuscript for better or worse,
or at all events to make it conform to the general plan.''

In view of Mr. Bancroft's persistent refusal to give
"assistants" anything like credit for their work in accord

with general custom and literary ethics as well, and in

view of the fact that this refusal meant that the public
would credit him solely as the author, it must have been

a difficult matter for him to convince his corps of writers

that he did not want the credit due them.

The process of making Mrs. Victor's manuscripts con

form to the general plan, which is here regarded as the

pi.ncipal source of alteration, according to Oak, meant

nothing except the condensation of her work, mainly by
the omission of considerable portions, in order to bring
it within the space assigned. That such revision did not

affect her claims to authorship, is of course apparent
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It i> sufficiently clear, from what appear* above, that

\lr. Bancroft's public- justification of himself for pub
lishing under his own name all (he work dune in the

library is the fact that he reserved the right tu alter all

manuscripts and make what changes he saw lit. This

made him managing editor, however, not author. The

comparatively few additions he made to the manuscripts
can not justify such a claim. Thai the revision of Mrs.

Victor'* work consisted in the main of nothing more
than leaving OIM parts appears fr<m twu cases already
cited, one in connection with the History of Colorado,

Nevada, and Wyoming, the other with the History of

Oregon, as well M from the direct statements of those

who supervised library work. A> we have seen he de

manded that his writers turn out a certain number of

passes a day "all ready for the printer," so he could have

had little occasion to revise their work. The writers

who Mr. Bancroft said in 1S7S wrote with very little

change from him were of course Oak and Nemos. Now
Oak wrote -even and a half volumes of the history, and

Nemos and Mrs. Victor five each, while Bancroft wrote

four a total of at least twenty-two volume? out of the

twenty-eight to the authorship of which no serious claim

could be made on the ground of altered manuscripts.

Moreover, Savage says in his autobiography that, while

Bancroft made additions and amendments to the three

volumes which he wrote, in some of his pages only a

word or two was changed and that others remained in-

intact. What rewriting was occasionally done on the

remaining volumes, was apparently done as often by

other persons as by Mr. Bancroft. His relation toward

the work was therefore exactly the same as that of a

managing editor toward the matter printed in a newspaper.

The latter could never claim the authorship of the articles
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written by his -it a IV, although altered to a con.-iderahle

extent ly him or by his direction.

It should be stated here that Mr. Bancroft justified

his course to those in the library by Insisting that they fur

nished him merely with rough notes, and that it would be

necessary for him to rewrite the work, or at any rate,

considerable portions of it. This, had it been done.

would have been strictly in accord with the account of

his connection with the work as printed in the Literary

Industries. Hut it was not done, nnd the account a-

printed is incorrect.

Since the completion of the history, but one of tin-

writers has publicly claimed the authorship of the vol

umes written in the library. Ill health, only too common
with those who labored through the work, has in most

cases been a sufficient barrier to such action. Savage
and Bates remained in Mr. Bancroft's employ for a

number of years engaged in other work, and of course

under such circumstances could not make any claim>.

Nemos as a foreigner could not be expected to take much
interest in such matters, and his early return to Europe
and subsequent residence there have rendered it difficult

for him to make such a statement did he so desire. Mrs.

Victor alone has printed a general statement of the por
tions of the history written by her, a course in which she

was influenced by years of absolute independence in di

recting her literary energies before entering Mr. Ban
croft's employ, and a consequent appreciation of the

rights and honors of authorship. Four volumes of the

Bancroft histories were exhibited as her work at the Me
chanics Pavilion in San Francisco during the fair in

January, 1893, and also among a collection of the works

of New York women authors made the same year (I 'tint

Mnrn'nnj llti-Mi May 4, 1893). A special preface over

her name inserted in the first volume of the Oregon his-
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i>ry in the exhibit claimed tin- authorship of the volumes.

(These are tlie words of the preface: "It seems not

only just, but necessary to affix my name to at least four

volumes of the History of the Pacific States, although
that does not cover all the work done on the history by
myself. The four volumes referred to comprise the states

of Oregon, Washington. Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Wy-
ming, and Nevada. My name is therefore placed on the

backs of these volumes without displacing that of Mr.

Bancroft.")
As to the shares of the various writers in the history

proper, we have the sources of information which have

already been mentioned in speaking of the Native Races,

supplemented by very full data left by Mrs. Victor con

cerning her part in the work. It is thus possible to give
in a general way the authorship of each volume, barring

fragmentary writing.
From these sources it is found that during the progress

of the work on the Native Races, Mr. Bancroft had after

hard labor and much revision completed his introduction

to the History of Central America, and had written a half

of the first volume. Oak wro.te half of the preface and
the fine print summary of explorations, and Nemos was

responsible for a third of the volume from page 460 on,

although he prepared material in the rough, leaving it to

be rewritten by a German aid whose name is not given,
but who may have been a man by the name of Kuhn
mentioned as having done work on the second volume.

Of this latter volume, Mr. Bancroft wrote one chapter,

apparently the first, which deals with Pizarro and Peru.

Nemos and a writer named Peatfield (J. J. Peatfield, de

scribed by Bancroft [Lit. Ind., 266-267,] as a "strong
man and one of talent,

1 ' was born in Nottinghamshire,

England, August 26, 1833. His father, a clergyman, edu

cated him for the church and he took his degree at Cam-
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bridge in 18,">7, being graduated in the classical

The church, houcver, was distasteful to him, and he oh-

tained a tutorship, subsequently in 1862 going to Nica

ragua to engage in cacao cultivating. Thin enterprise

proved a failure. After attempting cotton, cacao again,
and finally coffee all in vain, in 1865 he became a book

keeper at Sail .lose, the capital of Cota Rica. In.January,
istJS, lie wa* made a clerk and translator to the legation
at ( Juatemala, and two years later, British Consul General

for Central America. While holding the consulship of

(iuateinala a third time, he resigned on account of ill

health and went to San Francisco, where he arrived in

November, 1871. Becoming bookkeeper and cashier for a

Nevada mine at White Pine, and battling much with ill

health, he returned to San Francisco, where he acted as

teacher and bookkeeper until February, 1881, when lie

entered the library), labored together on the volume and

prepared half of it, and Bates a fourth. Kuhn wrote a

lifth which was partly rewritten by Nemos. The latter

claimed about a fourth of a volume as the actual material

written by him for the first and second volumes together.
The third volume, including the history of Central

America in the nineteenth century, was written by Sav

age, who, nearly all his life had been engaged in the

consular service of the United States in Cuba and Cen
tral America.

(Thomas Savage, according to a biography written by

himself, was born at Havana, Cuba, August 27, 1823, a

short time after his parents had removed thither from

Philadelphia. His father, a descendant of the earliest

settlers of Massachusetts and a brother of Savage, the

famous genealogist of New England, was from Boston,

and his mother, a native of Charleston, South Carolina,

was the daughter of a French planter who had escaped the
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great massacre in San Domingo and a Maryland woman
of Jewish extraction).

In childhood, Savage \N as several times taken to the
United States and back as the necessities of his father'*

business demanded. At the age of fifteen, he had studied
the Latin classics, advanced mathematics and languages,

nearly breaking forever his health, which had always
been feeble. Abandoning his studies and taking a long
rest in the country, lie regained sufficient strength to

enable him to support himself, for his parents had now
IOM their fortune. He entered a commercial house at

Havana, and after working a few years as bookkeeper,
in the summer of 1H46 joined the United States consulate

as clerk and translator. From that time until the end of

the year 1867, he was attached to the consulate, rising

successively to the positions of secretary to the consul

general, deputy consul general, and vice consul general.
From 1854 on, there was not a single year during which

the consulate general was not in his charge for several

months. During the War of the Rebellion he was several

times in charge, once for twenty months, and during this

trying period won the confidence of his government by

laboring hard to do his whole duty.
He spent the greater part of the year 1868 in the United

States, and then went to Panama, where he was engaged
as assistant editor of the Star ami Herald, having charge
of the Spanish portion of the paper. Savage had lost a

wife in Cuba, and in January, 1870, married a second time.

Shortly afterward, he embarked for Salvador, where he

taught English in the University, became consul-general,

and finally started a newspaper. Just as this last enter

prise was beginning to pay, his wife's precarious health

necessitated his remove! to a better climate, and he set

tled in Guatemala. Here he established a fine printing

office, and began the publication of a newspaper. Though
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aided by tho government , tho husinos* nevertheless proved
unprofitable, and after soiling out at a heavy loss, In-

came to San Francisco in 1H73. Throughout life, Savage-
was a constant reader, with a special fondness for history,
lie once said that he believed he had read the histories

of all the world.)

From a perusal of what Nemos says concerning the

History of Mexico, we are led to infer that Bancroft again
wrote the introduction, as the former librarian credits his

chief with two chapters of the first volume. Nemos wrote

the remainder, but Bancroft rewrote some of his work,
he said only a fifth, much of the revision consisting in a

mere change of words. Oak differed with him on this

point, holding that Bancroft did more rewriting, but

Nemos persists that this is an exaggeration.
The second volume was done by Nemos, Savage, and

Peatfield. Nemos writing the first half and some later

chapters, two thirds of the volume in all, Savage one

fourth, and Peat field a little.

Of the third volume, Nemos wrote between a third and

a half, including, as he tells us, the leading institutional

and political parts', Savage a third, a writer named Grif

fin (George Butler Griffin was a native of New York

state, and a graduate of Yale. He was a linguist, and

had been an engineer in South America. Apparently

early in the eighties, his connection with the library had

ceased. He died by his own hand) two or three chap

ters, and Peatfield a part.

Of volume four, Bancroft did one chapter, Peatfield a

fourth of the whole, and Savage a third. Nemos "as

sisted on parts," his work aggregating a fourth of the

volume.

Tin fifth volume of the Mexican History, embracing

the period from 1804 to 1861, was known as Savage's

volume. Of the manuscript, ho actually wrote about
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two thirds. Nemos did about a fourth, including the fall
of Mexico and the leading war episodes. Some of the

writing was done by Peatfield. (In conversation he
claimed to have written a large part of the Mexican War
chapters.)
The last volume of the Mexican History was prepared

chiefly by Nemos and Savage, the latter writing the first

and last chapters, the former about two thirds of the vol

ume, including the history of Maximilian and the insti

tutional chapters. Peatfield did a little work on this

volume. Oak's contribution to the History of Mexico,

according to his own statement, consisted of a "few slight

parts."

The history of the northern part of Mexico, and the

Southwest of the United States was Oak's special field,

designated by him as The Spanish Northwest. The en

tire first volume of the History of the North Mexican
States is his work. The history of Lower California in

this volume, as well as that in the next, was based on a

manuscript on Lower California written several years
before by Harcourt. But this work was so altered by
both Oak and Nemos in their respective volumes through
condensation, the changing of conclusions, and the adding
of new material, as to amount to a rewriting.

The History of Texas in North Mexican States, second

volume, is the work of Peatfield
;
the remainder of the

volume, between a third and a half, that of Nemos. (The
Texas part was subsequently extended by Peatfield for

the edition now in circulation, that it might find a better

sale in that state.)

The volume on Arizona and New Mexico is the work

of Oak alone.

Spanish and Mexican California likewise belonged to

Oak's field and the first five volumes of the History of

California are from his pen. (Nemos adds, "though he
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neglected t< put in institution*. leaving them tor \V N

[himself] and Savage." In view of Oak's oft-repeated
assertion that lie was sole author of these live voliiim -.

this must mean that they were supplied in oilier volunn -

Moreover, theie are no institutional parts properly speak

ing in these five volumes, and if such parts as " Miv-ion

Progre>s," "Commercial Aflairs," and the like are to

l>e regarded, they make up half the work.)
The early American history of California wa- a topic

in which Mr. Bancroft was naturally interested hecau-i-

of his own mining experience during the early gold da\ -.

Nemos' schedule shows that he wrote sixty pages for the

>ixth volun.e of California, a circumstance which taken

with our knowledge of fields of research into which he

entered in the preparation of California Pastoral and

Popular Tribunals makes us reasonably sure that he

wrote the first, second, and twenty-fifth chapters. Mr-.

Victor, who in her work on Oregon had been found es

pecially strong as a writer on political subjects, was as

signed the task of working up the political history of

California, and, according to her own statement, wrote

TWO hundred and thirty-four pages for this volume. We
can positively identify chapters twelve, thirteen, twenty-
three. and twenty-fours* her work. From the similarity

of their subject-matter to some already treated by her in

theOregon history, and from the fact that their addition

to the work just indicated brings the total almost exactly

to the figures given, we may conclude that she also wrote

the third, fourth, and fifth chapters. The chapter en

titled Mexican Land Titles is Oak's work, and the re

mainder of the volume, almost two thirds, is that of

Information given by Mrs. Victor shows that she wrote

for the final volume of the History of California four

hundred and eighty-nine pages on politic-sand railroads.
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We iure that ea&bled to designate as her work chapter
nine t> twentv-one inclusive, and chapter t we.itv-tive.

This still loaves to her credit eighteen pages to he located
in sonic other chapter. The rest of the volume, embrac

ing the portions dealing with commerce, manufactures,
agriculture, and mining, was written, Nemos says, by
himself. Before publication, the sheets on California

judiciary were submitted to Justice Stephen J. Kield

for his approval. The estimate of certain pioneer char
acters in the California history, together with the adopt

ing of the Mexican view of the conquest of that state by

Americans, brought down upon Mr. Bancroft the con

demnation of the California Society of Pioneers, who, in

1SIM. expelled him from honorary membership in their

body. (Set 1

pamphlet proceedings of the Society of Cal

ifornia Pioneers in reference to the History of Hubert
Howe Bancroft.) It is a curious fact, however, that the

passage?^ which were made the basis of the society's in

die tment are almost entirely in the first five volumes of

the California history, which were written by Oak. He
has declared that even the revisions were his own and not

Bancroft's.

The History of Utah, another storm-center among the

histories, was written by Rates and Bancroft, the former,

according to Nemos, preparing twice as much manuscript
as the latter. The earlier chapters are by Bancroft, but

no more certain assignment of their respective shares in

the work can be made from the information at hand.

The History of Nevada, Colorado, and Wyoming, as

already noticed, was written by Mrs. Victor, with the ex

ception of the first two chapters on Nevada, which were

by Bancroft. Mrs. Victor's statement of her work in

cludes these also, perhaps by inadvertence. It is possible

that she rewrote them, however, as Mr. Bancroft had

admitted that they were out of proportion.
5
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Ill the work on tin 1 Northwest Coast, we again
Bancrofl^S predilection for early voyages. The lirM halt'

of Volume I, including the Spanish explorations of the

COH8t, belonged to Oak's Held, and was written by him.
Bancroft wrote most of the remainder of the two volume-.,

which included the maritime fur trade, the Lewis and
Clark expedition, the Astor enterprise, the Northwest
and Hudson Hay companies, and the later American fur

tra.

A hundred paces' on the "Oregon Question" written by
Mrs. Victor for Oregon were incorporated in the second

volume of the History of the Northwest Coast. She had

taken the American side of the case, a view with which
Mr. Bancroft was not in sympathy. By his order, Mr.

Oak rewrote the subject from an English standpoint.
He added chapter fifteen, but to some extent made use

of her work in preparing chapter sixteen. Mrs. Victor

always claimed that he merely altered it, Oak himself

tiiar lie rewrote it. The remainder of her manuscript
was retained and printed as chapter eighteen.
The \oluine on Washington, Idaho, and Montana, was

written wholly by Mrs. Victor, a task for which she was

tilted by her work on early Oregon history.

The History of Oregon was also her work, a fact which

has U-en known and fully recognized by prominent Ore-

gonians since the day of its publication. She had con

templated writing such a work even before the beginning
of Mr. Bancroft's project, and it was only a realization

of her inability to compete single handed with the capi

tal and other resources at his disposal which caused her

to enter his employ. In collecting material within the

state, she had the assistance of such pioneer families as

her friends the Applegate and McBrides, and among
others, of Judge Deady and Elwood Evans. Valuable

data concerning Hudson Bay rule in Oregon were fur-
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nished her in a correspondence with Mr. A. B. Uobert-
ami M;. Alien, formerly of the Hudson Hay ('ompaiiv.
(This correspondence is now in the posse->ion ,,f M,.

K. H. Kilham, of Portland, Or.) The work as written
made more than two volumes, and condensation was nec

essary. A rhapter mi geology and mining was omitted

by Mr. Bancroft ; the disposal of the manuscript on the

"Oregon (Question" has already been noticed, and matter-

on the San Juan boundary dispute and the Modoc war
was also incorporated in other volumes. Mrs. Victor

considered the first volume of the History of Oregon an

perfect as it could !>c made at the time. With certain

features of the second sho was not so well satisfied, the

most prominent being the omission of the history of the

Oregon Sh am Navigation Company, necessitated by Mr.

Bancroft's failure to secure material, and certain changes
made by him in her manuscript on Indian Wars in South

ern Oregon in such a way as to throw blame upon the set

tlers (Mrs. Victor in [Salem] Oregon Statesman February
24, 189.r>). It is worthy of note that her history is the

first to pass over the political results attributed to Whit

man's ride by previous writers. The sheets of the Ore

gon history before they were issued were submited .to

Judge Deady for his approval.
In the half of the History of British Columbia which

IH> wrote, Mr. Bancroft utilized some of the material that

he had collected in person. Bates prepared a fourth of

the manuscript, and Nemos and Bowman together the re

mainder, Nemos writing some of the chapters and revis

ing others.

The History of Alaska afforded Mr. Bancroft an oppor

tunity for further research in the field of early voyages.

He is credited with half of the volume, Bates with a third, -

Nemos a little, and Petroff about a fourth. Nemos places
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all of \n> own writing on this work and British Columbia

together at a third of n volume.

A review of the facts shows that if we exclude the com

paratively few interpolations and changes made by Mr.

Ham* roft, we can with assurance declare the authorship
of all portions of the third volume of Central America, of

the volumes on California, and of those on the North

Mexican States, Arixona and New Mexico, Nevada, Col

orado, and Wyoming, the Northwest Coast, Oregon and

Washington, Idaho and Montana, and that we can give
in general terms, though without being able to locate the

exact parts done by individuals, the names of the authors

of two volumes of Central America, and all of Mexico,

t'tah, British Columbia, and Alaska. In these works

Oak and Nemos were agreed that there were scattered

fragmentary bits aggregating several volumes so worked

"over by different writers in different ways as to render it

impossible to determine the exact authorship.

Turning to a consideration of the individual field of

writing, we find that of the twenty-eight volumes of his

tory proper, Bancroft is to be credited with four, no one

entire. Oak with seven and a half, Nemos five, no one

entire, Mrs. Victor a little less than five, Savage over

three, Peatfield one and a half, principally in small parts,

and Ba-tes one and a fourth. (This is a computation
based exactly upon the facts as given, except in Ban

croft's case.) Nemos upon the same basis makes the

shares, except Savage's and Bancroft's, all slightly

greater. He assigns to Oak between seven and a half

and seven and two thirds volumes, to himself and Mrs.

Victor over five each, to Peatfield about two, and to

Bates one and a half. An actual count of the parts of

volumes written by Bancroft gives a total of three and a

half, but Nemos said that he took four as the number

upon the authority of Oak. This would allow him a half
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volume of interpolations in the twenty-four and a half
volumes done by others. (Jriflin, IVtrou", Kuhn. and ft

man named Rasmus were the authors of fragments. On*
thought that the name was Krasmus, but said that NV-
mos who gave Rasmus was the better authority.
Concerning these facts in their main features, then- i.

a complete agreement between Oak and Nemos, who
together knew all the details which were to be known,
and the evidence of the other writers fits exactly with
their statements. The popular estimate of Hubert Howe
Bancroft as the historian of the Pacific Coast, is founded

upon the vague references and indefinite assertions of the

Literary Industries within the pages of which there is

nowhere to be found a straightforward statement that

this man wrote more than a part of the works to which
his name is attached. On the other hand, his own state

ments over his own signature admit that he did not pre
tend to be the author of what went out under his name.
The ranking of Mr. Bancroft among historians of the

United States is, therefore, an error, and what has ap

peared in the public press concerning an "Historian of

the Pacific Coast," and a "
Macaulay of the West," is

legend pure and simple. Instead of one Pacific Coast

historian who wrote the Bancroft volumes, there were

eight.

As to the six supplementary volumes of the "Works
of Hubert Howe Bancroft," which ended the series, Mrs.

Victor had some means of determining the authorship.

According to her notes, Savage and Nemos did a great

deal of writing and revising. The Modoc War in inter

pocvhi, a part of the chapter entitled Some Indian Epi

sodes, was written by Mrs. Victor from notes obtained

by herself on the ground. She also wrote some other

matter for this volume. The remainder was done by
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Bancroft and his family, who also aided him much on

Popular Tribunals.

Pastorals was produced chiefly by Bancroft. Of the

Literary Industries, Nemos wrote >everal chapter* nr

parts. Savage a little, and Oak three or four bits of a few

paragraphs each. It must be remembered that Uan-

crot't's writing in these private volumes was subjected to

criticism, revision, and retouching by the best literary

talent which the library afforded.

Concerning the Chronicles of the Builders, the bio

graphical series which followed tlu histories, with such

unfortunate results, some notes in Mrs. Victor's hand

writing taken in 1888, about a year before work finally

ended, give us the following facts: The introductory

essav is by Nemos, as are also the reflective chapters and

reviews, together with most of the historical text. Peat-O
Held wrote Oregon, Washington, and Texas, though some

of the latter was rewritten by Nemos. Mrs. Victor wrote

"Koutes and Transportation,'
1

and a number of the lead

ing biographies, making nearly a volume. Savage wrote

about a third of a volume.

Mr. Bancroft as a writer of history was subject to cer

tain influences likely to be felt in his treatment of facts,

which did not affect his coworkers. One great object was

of course to make the work popular. It was with this

end in view that much attention was given to literan-

fini>h and typographical features. It was his practice

to have a writer employed for the purpose go over his

own manuscripts and sometimes those of his assistants

to add *
'classical allusions," as he termed them, for rhet

orical effect. He himself was given to the reading of

English classics Carlyle's works are especially men

tioned by his friends as a means of acquiring a good

literary style. To stimulate the reader's attention, he

occasionally made a side remark of such a ludicrous char-
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acier a> to be startling when our come* upon it in a per
fectly serious paragraph. Mr>. Victor often laughed ,, v . r

the interlineation in a paragraph written by her on the

Oregon boundary (juestion of the words:
"Man is a preposterous pig ; probably the greedie-t

animal that erawlsupon this planet": (Oregon, J,f>y2.)
In passing upon the work of his corps of writers, one

who Combined the duties of financier as well as editor of

the work either consciously or unconsciously mu*t have
been influenced by the (juestion whether tlie treatment

of the subject before him was such as would please the

people in the locality whose history was being written.

The Mormon turn given the History of Utah by the toning
down of certain incidents which other historians have

"shrunk from contemplating
1 '

occurs to us as a case in

point : (Frances Fuller Victor in Salt Lake Tribune, April

14, 1893
;
\' tc York Mail nnd K.cin-es*, November 23d).

The publication of the Chronicles before all of the vol

umes of history were out could hardly have lessened this

tendency, as a favorable mention of a man in the history

would naturally tend to make him more approachable

upon the subject of contributing to that work. Upon the

back of the letter to Mrs. Victor instructing her to give

prominence to certain dictations, which he admits are

practically worthless, is written in her hand the legend,

"Ways that are dark and tricks that are vain." Asa re

sult of complaint, changes were sometimes made in the

text, even after the first edition was out: (Pamphlet,

Proceedings of the Society of California Pioneers in Refer

ence to the Histories of Hubert Howe'Bancroft).

In the History of Montana occurs an example of a

change made directly for business reasons. Several pio

neers justly entitled to a place in the history of their terri

tory disagreed with the agent of the Bancroft house con

cerning the number of volumes of the history which their
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contract required them to take. As a punishment for

their refusal to comply with the demands of tin- j.iil.

li-her, their biographies were stricken from their place
in the footnotes after the volume was set up. ami other

matter was substituted. (The original sheets with mar

ginal annotations as to amounts paid and biographic- to

he omitted are in the possession of Mr. K. II. Kilham of

Portland, Oregon.) In view of these fact-, \\ e are forced

to conclude that the business man in Mr. Bancroft, de

veloped by the experiences and associations of a lifetime,

sometimes trot the better of the historical editorof scarcely

fifteen years' standing.
A second factor to be considered in Mr. Bancroft's

writing was sometimes expressed by his acquaintance- a-

a mistaking of contrariness for originality. As already

indicated, his tendency is toward a form of writing such

a- will attract the reader's attention. This tendency

frequently asserts itself in sweeping statements ami strik

ing characterisations, many of them apparently impelled

by a desire to give a turn to an incident or an estimate

of a character different from that given by any previous
writer. Thus Bancroft wrote an estimate of (Jeneral

(Jrant, which was startling because of the general hos

tility of its tone, and was considered so unjust by Mr-.

Victor and Oak that they persuaded him to leave it out.

(Letter of Mrs. Victor of .Inly 2.">, 1892. The paragraph
which was originally intended as a footnote in the His-

lory of Oregon, II, 240, is printed on page 18 of the

Pamphlet of the Society of California Pioneern, which

gives their proceedings with reference to Bancroft's his

tories.)

Again, in making an effort to avoid following Wash

ington Irving, he lias given in the part of the Northwest

Coast which he wrote a treatment of the Astor enter

prise, and an estimate of the character of Captain Bonne-
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ville, which later historijins have shown to he prejudiced
Mild in orror. (See rhittenden's History of the American
Fur Trade in the Far West, I, 43'2-M.)
A third influence atlecting the treatment of facts of his

tory which passed under Mr. Bancroft's editorship, as

well is those which he presented in the scattered portions
of volumes of which he could claim real authorship, is

that of personal bias. The manager of the Bancroft en

terprise was a man, who in the course of a thirty years'
business career had many business rivalries and personal
enmities. His strong dislikes frequently assert them
selves in his writings, if we are to take his own state

ments. (Lit. Ind., 374.)

Again, the personal equation must be accounted for in

the value which he sets on the work of historians who
wrote before him. He not infrequently disparages their

writings in the strongest terms, his depreciation of Wash

ington Irving being one of the most palpable cases.

(Chittenden's History of American Fur Trade in the Far

\Ve>t. I, 244-46), has forcibly revealed the extent of the

injustice done by Bancroft in this one case. That there

are others like it will readily appear. For the effort to

demonstrate the superiority of the Bancroft histories over

others, we must accordingly make due allowance when

attempting a critical estimate.

Furthermore, the editor-manager began the work with

certain theories and notions of history that have found

their way into the pages which he has published. From

the beginning, he adopted the British side in dealing

with the dispute over the Oregon boundary. In his

treatment of Indian wars, the same tendency to adopt

ready-made theories asserted itself. In the manuscript

of Mrs. Victor's History of Oregon, treating of Indian

Wars in Southern Oregon which "gave great credit to the

veterans of that struggle and the settlers generally for
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their forbearance," the editor interlined some

onus. throwing the I)!)!!!!!' upon the settlers. When it

was pointed out to him that this was not true, lie replied

that In- had begun his History of Central America with

this theory of Indian wars, and must he consistent

throughout the entire series (Communication of Frami-

Knller Victor to the
f
Salem

|
Unifim Stnhnnnin, r'ebruarv/-

To such errors as those just enumerated the work of

Mr. Bancroft's collaborators wa* not subject. The dis-

like inspired by some of the measures of their chief ha-

->nietimrs resulted in their disparagement as historians

by a public* press, absolutely ignorant of the parts of the

work for which they were responsible. (In the Suit l.<ik-

Ti'ilmm. February 1(5, 1SIW, is a very striking example.
Occasional utterances of the San Francisco papers of

about the same time follow along the same line.) It

must be remembered that then* were not only able and

educated, but that the competitive wage system under

which they worked offered every inducement to search

for the truth and to make it known as they found it in

the best collection of books, pamphlets, and newspapers
on Pacific ('oast history that was ever made. The only
characteristics which were common to the library corp<.

a* shown by a study of their biographies, were good
education, ill health, and liberal religious views.

In general, these writers had special qualification^

which adapted them for work in their respective fields.

To Oak there was a fascination in the study of documents

from which the usually uninteresting and sometimes

tedious details of events in Spanish and Mexican provin

cial localities were derived. His contributions to history

he could honestly claim were better than other writings

on the same subject because of the exhaustiveness of his

research through the great amount of material at his dis-

V.^. -Bancroft Pacific
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|M>al. While ho admired the fitter qualities of stvle iii

the writings of others, they were not required in his work.
Ho frankly declared that he had little natural ability in

tliis lino, and in the writing of provincial annals found

no opportunity for the cultivation of what In- had. Oak
oner asserted in a joking mood that he had found of great
M-rviee a thorough knowledge of Spanish and French,

together with a useful smattering of other languages, in

cluding English. None of his chapters were rewritten

or even reread with a view to polish, for the reason that

he believed his works had their chief value merely as

records, and that an attempt to make them fascinating to

general readers could but result in impairing their value

for reference. The fact that the superintendent of lit

erary activities in the Bancroft library was an enthusiast

in original research who cared vastly more what was said

than how it was said is a circumstance favoring the ac

curacy of the histories which must not be overlooked.

Oak could say that from the first he had exercised an

important influence in the direction of honest research

and against superficial work, and that he opposed undue

haste in bringing the work to a conclusion.

Nemos, unlike 4 Oak. was a writer of smooth, fiowing

Knglish. On account of his foreign birth he had no

1
(reference in the selection of a field, and wrote for more

different volumes than any other member of the library

force. Ilis great ability, and his consequent position of

all-round man, are to be accounted for by great natural

endowment supplemented by a thorough training in

youth iii his own country, a schooling during his London

residence in the philosophy of his own country as well as

that of the (Jerman universities, and a wide acquaintance

with European languages. With a remarkable faculty

for svstemati/ing work, he was useful, honorable, and

trustworthy.
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To Mrt.VictorWM AMigned tht Agroeftble task <f

ing up the field in which she had long taken special in

terest. Sin- was the only member of the stall' who h;id

a literary reputation before entering tin- library. Not*-.;

as a poetess of unusual promise in her earlier days, *)i,.

had also written excellent prose for dill'erent journal*.

among them a maga/inc history of the I'nited States pub-

lUhed in serial form by the Harpers, until the beginning
of the Civil War '-ompelled the discontinuance of the

publication in which it appeared. As a contributor to

the San Francisco papers in the early "sixties," he had

met with pronounced success, while her work on her pro

jected History of Oregon and her publication of two works

on the Northwest fitted her for her special field. Sin-

had the enviable faculty of putting life into her writings.

and it was partially on account of her graceful style that

Mr. Bancroft sought her services, for his eve was ulwav-
c> * *

attracted by good literary work. Hut the volumes written

bv Mrs. Victor were of a far different stamp from the

popular literary history. The late Mary Sheldon Barnes,

professor of history in Stanford University, declared that

she had done her work well. All who were acquainted

with her personally recognized the fact that she placed

the truth as she conceived it before all else. The leading

opponents of the stand she took on disputed questions

freely recogni/ed the fact that she had striven to do con

scientious, painstaking work. Given to speaking what

she believed was the whole truth, even when it was con-

trarvto her immediate interest to do so, she was the last
d

of all persons whom a regard for literary effect would

swerve from the path of historical accuracy.

A better man for chief Spanish authority than Thoma-

Savage could scarcely have been found. Thoroughly

acquainted with the language by a life-long residence in

Spanish America, he had a natural fondness for history
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to which his longCOntinu*nce in the consular service had

dded a habit of accuracy, and a capacity for hard work.

i'he fifth volume of the History of Mexico, embracing the

ilstory of that country from 1H2-I to 1801, and the third

, olumeof U>9 Central American history which threads

ut the tangled skein of the history nf the five little iv-

ublics in the nineteenth century, serve as examples of

ie vast amount of detail which Ins writing covered, to

iy nothing of his labors in collecting and extracting an

verwhelming mass of material on Spanish American

listory. All agree that he was a polished and sound

man.

In the writers of smaller parts of the history, we find

:hat the qualifications and fitness for the individual field

of writing were no less than in those who prepared more

manuscript. Peatfield's connection with the British

"iisular service bespeaks his reliability and capability;

iiates' occupancy of a responsible position under a promi-
lent English educator, and the high regard in which his

^ ork was held by Hit-tell bear witness that he was com-

etent to write history; and PetrotTs standing as a scholar

i his own country, together with his thorough acquaint-

nce with Alaska, vouch for the character of his work.

While the Bancroft corps of writers were not infallible,

hey were a class of persons in whose integrity and accu-

icy we may have as great confidence as in the average

istorian. We can only regret that we can not point out

1 parts of the work done by each, and that we can not

iow in detail the extent of Mr. Bancroft's editorial

terations of their work. This latter feature, inherent

the Bancroft plan of writing history, is its greatest

eakness, since it of necessity involves some uncertainty

to whether the words we are reading are those of the

ithor who wrote the volume, or the interpretation of

! r. Bancroft. A comparative study of the style of what
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we know lo he tlu- work of tin- respective \ riters rnav

suffice to settle a given ease. \Vc may Mate a> a fact

that the majority of alterations in the manuscripts of the

chief assistants were due to the necessity of cond<Mi*a-

tion
; and that, aside from this, the revision of their

work usually consisted merely in the suppression of

radical utterances and the interlineation of a few lines

occasionally for literary ell'ect. The somewhat rough
estimate given of the number of volumes written by the re

spective writers indicates that Mr. Bancroft's revisions

constitute about one page in fifty of the work in fields

assigned to bis assistants, although the average may l>e

lower. In view of these facts, the knowledge that those

who wrote the Bancroft histories were capable, honest

persons, must tend decidedly toward the increasing of

our general confidence in the series.
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